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M E E T I N G S . 
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CORPORATION, for the-
election of officers and transaction of business, is held on the fourth Tuesday 
of January, at 3 P. M. 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES holds its annual meeting on the &s«: 
Tuesday pf February, and "quarterly meetings on the third Tuesday of Jan-' 
«ary, April, July, and October, at 3 P. M., atthe Hospital. Special meet-, 
ings are held by direction of the President. 
THE LADIES' AID ASSOCIATION holds its annual meeting for 
the choice of officers and transaction of business on the last Wednesday of; 
January, at 12 M. 
MONTHLY MEETINGS of the Managers of the Ladies' Aid Asso-
ciation are held at the Hospital on the last Wednesday of each month, at -
JJ A. M. 
THE ADVISORY COMMITTEES meet at the Hospital on the call 
of the Director, or whenever necessary. 
THE MEDICAL BOARD holds its regular meetings on the second 
Thursday of each month. The February meeting is the annual meeting. 
THE HOSPITAL is situated oo East Concord Street, between Harrison 
Avenue and Albany Street, Boston. 
TELEPHONE, Tremont 351. 
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ACT OF INCORPORATION. 
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS. 
CHAPTER 411 OF THE ACTS OF 1855. 
AN ACT TO INCORPORATE THE MASSACHUSETTS HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in General Court 
assembled, aud by the authority of the same, as follows : — 
SECTION I. That Otis Clapp, John P. Jewett, Jacob Sleeper, Charles B. 
Hall, George Bancroft, John D. Richardson, Adam W. Thaxter, Jr., Simon G. 
Cheever, Otis Tufts, Robert L. Robbins, and James Dennie, Jr., and their 
associates and successors, are hereby made a corporation by the name of the 
Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, with all the powers and privileges, 
and subject to all the duties, liabilities, and restrictions set forth in the forty-
fourth chapter of the Revised Statutes ; said hospital to be located in Boston. 
SECT. 2. Said corporation may take and receive, hold, purchase, and pos-
sess, of and from all and any person or persons disposed to aid the benevolent 
purpose of this institution any devises and grants of lands and tenements, in 
fee simple and otherwise, and any donations and bequests of money or other 
property, to be used and improved for the erection, support, and maintenance 
of a hospital for sick persons. 
SECT. 3. The property to be holden by said corporation shall not exceed in 
value two hundred thousand dollars, of which one-half may be in real estate. 
SECT. 4. Said corporation may establish by-laws and rules for the govern-
ment and regulations of its affairs, and may provide therein for the election 
of such officers as may be thought proper. 
SECT. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage. 
Approved May 19, 1855. 
CHAPTER 26 OF THE ACT OF 1884. 
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE MASSACHUSETTS HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL 
TO HOLD ADDITIONAL REAL AND PERSONAL ESTATE. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in General Court 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows : — 
SECTION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is authorized, for 
the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, to hold property to the 
amount of six hundred thousand dollars, of which one-half may be in real 
estate. 
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. 
Approved Feb. 18, 1884. 
CHAPTER 358 OF THE ACTS OF 1890. 
AN ACT IN FAVOR OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in General Court 
assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows: — 
SECTION I. There shall be allowed and paid out of the treasury of the 
Commonwealth a sum not exceeding one hundred and twenty thousand dollars 
in aid of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, a charitable corporation, 
organized under the laws of this Commonwealth and located in the City of 
Boston, to be expended by the Trustees thereof, for the purpose of building 
and furnishing an addition to the present building, or for building a new build-
ing for the general purposes of said Hospital. 
SECT. 2. In consideration of the grant provided for in Section one, the 
Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital shall provide for a rep-
resentation on their board of five members, to be appointed by the Governor 
with the advice and consent of the Council, during the present year, as fol-
lows : two for three years, two for two years, and one for one year; and at 
the expiration of their respective terms of service appointment shall be made 
for a term of three years; and in further consideration thereof the said Hos-
pital shall forever maintain not less than twenty free beds. 
SECT. 3. The Massachusetts Homoeopathic Hospital shall accept and com-
ply with the provisions of this act to the satisfaction of the Governor and 
Council, within thirty days from its passage. 
SECT. 4. All bills for expenditures under this act shall be presented to the 
Auditor of the Commonwealth for approval, and certified to the Governor 
and Council in the same manner as other claims against the Commonwealth ; 
provided that no larger sum than sixty thousand dollars shall be paid during 
the year eighteen hundred and ninety. 
SECT. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage. 
Approved June 3, 1890. 
CHAPTER 45 OF THE ACTS OF 1891. 
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE MASSACHUSETTS HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL TO 
HOLD ADDITIONAL PROPERTY. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in General Court 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:— 
SECTION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is authorized, for 
the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, to hold property to the 
amount of one million two hundred thousand dollars. 
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. 
Approved March 6, 1891. 
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CHAPTER OF THE ACTS OF I£ 
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE MASSACHUSETTS HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL TO 
HOLD PROPERTY TO THE AMOUNT OF THREE MILLION DOLLARS. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in General Court 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows : — 
SECTION I. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital is hereby author-
ized, for the purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, to hold property to 
an amount not exceeding three million dollars. 
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. 
Approved Feb. 24, 1898. 
CHAPTER 137 OF THE ACTS OF 1898. 
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE HOMCEOPATHIC MEDICAL DISPENSARY TO 
TRANSFER ITS FUNDS AND PROPERTY TO THE MASSACHUSETTS 
HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, in General Court 
assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows : — 
SECTION I. The Homceopathic Medical Dispensary, incorporated by Chap-
ter one hundred and ninety-one of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and 
fifty-six, and the trustees thereof, are hereby authorized to transfer, assign, set 
over, and convey all the funds and property now or hereafter held by it or 
them for the charitable purposes of said dispensary, to the Massachusetts 
Homceopathic Hospital, incorporated by Chapter four hundred and eleven of 
the acts of the year eighteen hundred and fifty-five, and said Massachusetts 
Homceopathic Hospital is hereby authorized to receive and accept the same, 
and to hold, manage, use, and dispose of the same as the trustees of the said 
hospital may from time to time deem best for the fulfilment of the charitable 
purposes of a dispensary. 
SECT. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. 
Approved March 3, 1898. 
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Specialists. 
HERBERT C. CLAPP, M. D., in Diseases of Chest. 
HOWARD P. BELLOWS, M. D., in Diseases of Ear. 
JOHN L. COFFIN, M. D., in Diseases of Skin. 
EDWARD P. COLBY, M. D., in Diseases of Nervous System. 
FRANK C. RICHARDSON, M. D., in Diseases of Nervous System. 
N. EMMONS PAINE, M. D., in Diseases of Mind. 
GEORGE B. RICE, M. D., in Diseases of Nose and Throat. 
J. WILKINSON CLAPP, M. D., in Pharmacy. 
WILLIAM L. JACKSON, M. D., in Electro-Therapeutics. 
ALMENA J. BAKER-FLINT, M. D., in Electro-Therapeutics. 
GEORGE H. EARL, M. D., in Orthopaedic Surgery. 
FREDERICK W. COLBURN, M. D., Assistant in Diseases of Ear. 
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Assistant Physicians. 
CHARLES H.THOMAS, M. D. EDWARD E. ALLEN, M. D. 
STEPHEN H. BLODGETT, M. D. 
Assistant Surgeon. 
WINSLOW B. FRENCH, M. D. 
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WILLIAM H. WAITERS, M. D. 
Second Assistant Physicians. 
HARRY O. SPALDING, M. D. MAURICE W. TURNER, M. D. 
FREDERICK L. EMERSON, M. D. JOHN A. ROCKWELL, M. D. 
Second Assistant Surgeons. 
CHARLES T. HOWARD, M. D. WESLEY T. LEE, M. D. 
THOMAS E. CHANDLER, M. D. 
Obstetricians. 
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M. D. HENRY E. SPALDING, M. D. 
GEORGE H. EARL, M. D. 
Assistant Obstetricians. 
J. EMMONS BRIGGS, M. D. SARAH S. WINDSOR, M. D. 
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Internes. 
EDITH M. PHELPS, M. D., until July i, 1902. 
RALPH C. WIGGIN, M. D., until April 1, 1902. 
EDWIN R. LEWIS, M. D., until April 1, 1902. 
BERTHA E. EBBS, M. D., until July 1, 1902. 
EDWIN W. SMITH, M. D., until Oct. 1, 1902. 
AGNES C. PATTERSON, M. D., until Jan. 1, 1903. 
Services of Physicians, J902. 
WALTER WESSELHOEFT, M. D., Jan. 1 to April 1, 1902. 
FREDERICK B. PERCY, M. D., April to July 1, 1902. 
JOHN P. SUTHERLAND, M. D., July 1 to Oct. 1, 1902. 
FREDERICK P. BATCHELDER, M. D., Oct. 1, 1902, to Jan. 1, 1903. 
Services of Surgeons, 1902. 
NATHANIEL W. EMERSON, M. D., Jan. 1 to March 31, 1902. 
JAMES B. BELL, M. D., April 1 to June 30, 1902. 
WINFIELD SMITH, M. D., July 1 to Sept. 30, 1902. 
HORACE PACKARD, M. D., Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 1902. 
T H I R T Y - S E C O N D A N N U A L R E P O R T 
OF THE 
M A S S A C H U S E T T S 
H O M O E O P A T H I C H O S P I T A L . 
Report of the Trustees. 
THE number of patients treated in this Hospital has been 
steadily increasing from year to year for the last twenty 
years or more. During the year 1901, 2,607 persons were 
treated — a larger number than ever before — and 323 more 
than the number treated in 1900. The rate of increase has 
been upwards of fifteen per cent from year to year. 
During this period the Hospital has been from time to 
time enlarged and developed to meet the steady and increas-
ing demand for its services, but this enlargement has hardly 
kept pace with the demand. 
The time has now come for a serious effort to be made 
to obtain increased means for its future development, to 
meet the needs of that portion of the community that de-
sires to avail itself of its advantages. 
The success of the Hospital is unquestionably due in very 
large measure to the skill and efficiency of its Medical 
Board. The homceopathic physicians of New England rec-
ognize the fact that the Medical Board of this Hospital in-
cludes in its number men who stand preeminent in their 
various departments of medicine and surgery, and who can 
IO 
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give, and do give, to those under their care greater skill and 
experience than is obtainable elsewhere ; and that important 
and critical cases will continue in the years to come to be 
sent to this Hospital for treatment is much more than prob-
able. It will always continue to care for the sick of the 
City of Boston and of the State at large, and as the popula-
tion of the city and of the State increases, there will be a 
corresponding growth in the demands made upon it. The 
enlargement of the Hospital for its regular work has become 
a necessity. 
It is equally important that a building or buildings for 
the homceopathic treatment of contagious cases should be 
erected in or near the City of Boston. An effort to provide 
for this need was made some years ago by the erection of 
the small building known as the " Cottage " in the rear of 
the Hospital Building. As this building only provides for 
the treatment of four patients at a time it is manifestly in-
adequate ; and the Trustees have been compelled to limit 
its use to contagious cases, arising in the Hospital itself 
from the occasional development of contagious disease in 
patients, admitted for treatment for diseases which are non-
contagious. 
Some years ago an effort was made by the Boston Homce-
opathic Medical Society to obtain a share in the wards of 
the City Hospital for persons desiring homoeopathic treat-
ment in contagious cases, but the effort was unsuccessful. 
It is not now possible for patients who desire homceopathic 
treatment to obtain it, if a contagious disease compels their 
removal from their homes. 
This significant fact seems to demonstrate the necessity 
of making provision for such patients as soon as the nec-
essary funds can be raised. 
It ought to be possible for those who desire the services 
of homceopathic physicians in a contagious disease, to ob-
tain it outside of their homes ; and no exception should be 
made in this respect if the disease should happen to be the 
II 
small pox. There would be no more difficulty, if the funds 
were provided, in appropriating to small pox cases an abso-
lutely separated building, or part of a building, than to any 
other contagious disease. 
The income of the Hospital for the year ending Dec. 31, 
1901, has been as follows : 
From patients $61,610.82 
From invested funds, rents of Adams House building 
and Beck Hall, annual subscriptions, donations 
not above $100 55>634-i7 
$117,244.99 
The general expenditure was as follows : 
Expenses at the Hospital, including salaries, wages, 
provisions, ordinary repairs, all supplies, etc. . $118,756.91 
Other expenses paid by the Treasurer, including in-
surance, printing, care of property of Hospital, 
etc., as by Treasurer's Account . . . .$2,750.93 
Less balance in Income Account carried 
over from last year 2,330.43 
Excess of ordinary expenditure over income 
420.50 
[19,177.41 
,932.42 
This deficit would have been much less but for the neces-
sity of refusing to admit new patients from the latter part 
of November to the 26th of December, owing to five cases 
of small pox which had appeared in the Hospital. 
The sum of $10,785.85 has been spent for permanent 
improvements and some exceptional expenses. These im-
provements which are described in detail in the report of 
the Director and which have added greatly to the efficiency 
of the Hospital, have nevertheless added also to the deficit 
for the year 1901, making it amount to $12,717.26. 
The following list of legacies and gifts collected during 
the year shows that this deficiency has been more than met : 
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Estate of Mary A. P. Weld 
" " Henry L. Pierce 
" " Caroline H. Stanwood, for a free bed 
" " Lucretia A. Wilder 
" " Mary M. Dutton 
" " Rebecca A. Goddard 
" Matilda Goddard 
" " Robert Codman 
$386.70 
5,000.00 
5,000.00 
9.346-65 
500.00 
500.00 
300.00 
5,000.00 
#26,033.35 
The bequest of Mrs. Wilder proved larger than had been 
expected. Mr. Codman's bequest was not known until after 
his will had been admitted to probate, early in the year 
1901, and for that reason no mention has been made of it 
in previous reports of the Trustees. 
The following is a list of bequests and gifts previous to 
the year 1901, which have not yet become available : 
Bequest of Elizabeth A. Jewett, contingent on termination of a 
life tenancy 
Bequest of George Henry Quincy, for a free bed 
" " Hannah Wilmarth, subject to life interests . . . . 
" " Mrs. Catharine Ditson, for a free bed, contingent . 
" " Joseph P. Paine, contingent on a life estate . . . . 
$5,000.00 
5,000.00 
5,000.00 
5,000.00 
5,000.00 
$25,000.00 
To this should be added the bequest of Dr. Martha J. 
Flanders, of Lynn, being two-thirds of the proceeds of a 
piece of real estate, contingent upon the termination of a 
life tenancy. 
The following new bequests have come to the knowledge 
of the Trustees during the year 1901 : 
Estate of Mary Shannon, income only to be used for support of 
free beds $10,000.00 
Estate of Miss Susan White 12,000.00 
" " Mary E. Stearns, of Medford 10,000.00 
$32,000.00 
The total number of beds for patients in the Hospital and 
Maternity is 220, eighteen of which are in the Maternity. 
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One new free bed has been established under the bequest 
of Caroline H. Stanwood to be known as the Daniel L. 
Bradford Free Bed, by direction of the testatrix. 
The total number of permanent free beds is now twenty-
seven, though a much larger number of patients receive free 
treatment. During the past year, an average of 61.31 
persons daily have been free patients. 
The Trustees, many years ago, established a rule that 
" no needy, worthy, suffering person should be refused a 
bed when there is one to spare." 
Two members of the Board of Trustees have died during 
the year. Mr. Stephen Greene joined the Board two years 
ago and, during his short term, manifested much interest in 
its work. The Trustees greatly regret that they are to 
enjoy no longer the advantage of his services, from which 
they had come to expect much benefit to the Hospital. 
The Honorable James H. Eaton, of Lawrence, had served 
for eight years as a State Trustee at the time of his death. 
During the first few years of his service he gave much time 
to the work, and his sound judgment, as a man of large 
affairs, was highly appreciated by his associates. During 
the time that Mr. Eaton was Mayor of Lawrence he was 
necessarily obliged to relax in some degree his work for the 
Hospital. Upon his retirement from the mayoralty he was 
upon the point of resuming his work here, when his death 
occurred. He is in every respect a great loss to the Board. 
The Ladies' Aid Association is continuing to supplement 
the work of the Trustees as in former years by its success-
ful efforts to add to the pleasure and well-being of the 
patients. 
For the Trustees, 
C. R . CODMAN, 
President. 
ERASTUS T . COLBURN, 
Secretary. 
Jan. 22, 1902. 
Report of the Director. 
To the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homoeopathic Hospital: — 
I have the honor to present the following report for the 
year ending Dec. 31, 1901 : — 
MOVEMENT OF POPULATION. 
Number of patients remaining Dec. 31, 1900, medical . . . 
" " " " " " " surgical 
" " " " " " " obstetrical 
Total number of patients remaining Dec. 31, 1900 
Number of patients admitted during 1901, medical 
" " " " " " surgical 
" " " " " " obstetrical 
Total number of patients admitted during 1901 
Number of out-patients treated 
Total number of medical patients treated 
" surgical " " j 
" obstetrical patients treated • . 
treated 
Number of patients discharged cured 
" " improved 
" " unimproved 
" " not treated 
" " died (including 3 obstetrical) . . 
" " obstetrical 
" " out-patients discharged 
Whole number discharged • 
Number remaining Dec. 31, 1901 
Number of days all patients treated 53>549 
Average number of days to each patient 22.4 
Paying patients (under $7, 134; $7 or more, 1,451) discharged . . 1,585 
" " whole number of days in hospital 3M72 
" " average number of days to each 20 
Free patients discharged , 805 
" " whole number of days in hospital 23,377 
37 
81 
9 
127 
54i 
1,628 
207 
2,376 
104 
578 
1,813 
216 
2,607 
1,620 
282 
57 
118 
in 
202 
104 
2,494 
" 3 
" " average number of days to each 
Daily average census of patients only . . . . 
" " '* " all in hospital . . . . 
" " " " paying patients . . . 
" " " " free patients . . . . 
27.79 
146.71 
284 
85.40 
61.31 
i5 
Highest daily census 187 
Lowest " " 86 
Death rate, medical, on number treated 7.44 
" " surgical, " " " 3.58 
" " obstetrical, on number treated 1.39 
Average death rate on number treated 4.39 
Increase of patients over 1900 323 
Number of operations 1,762 
Ambulance calls • . . . . 317 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT, JAN. 1, 1901-DEC. 31, 1901. 
Balance Jan. 1, 1901 $500.00 
Receipts. 
Board $46,435.48 
Special nursing 10,856.01 
Amphitheatre and X-Ray . . 1,389.50 
Ambulance 797.96 
Medical and surgical supplies 1,482.35 
Sundries 649.52 
Paid to C. H. Watson, Treasurer $61,610.82 
Expenditures. 
Provisions $34>353-63 
Fuel and light • 8,359.36 
Ice and water 3,368.16 
Medical and surgical supplies 10,637.63 
Repairs 5,304.81 
Stationery and printing 487.31 
Furnishings • 2,358.48 
Laundry supplies 714.86 
Expense 9,667.43 
Special nursing 9,788.00 
Salaries 33,717.24 
Received from C. H. Watson, Treasurer $118,756.91 
Balance Jan. 1, 1902 500.00 
The total number of days board furnished patients was 
53,549, at a cost of $118,756.91, making an average gross 
daily cost of $2.22. To show the actual daily cost there 
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should be deducted the following amounts which were re-
turned to the hospital by a charge to paying patients : — 
Amount received for special nursing . 
" " " use of ambulence 
" " " medical and surgical supplies . 
" " " sundries 
$10,856.01 
797.96 
i,483-3S 
649.52 
$13,785.84 
Subtracting this amount, $13,785.84, from the total ex-
penditure, $118,756.91, gives a total of $104,971.07 as the 
actual expense for the year, or $1.96 per diem as the average 
cost per patient. 
The cost of raw food material was $34,353.63. Dividing 
this amount by 103,660, the total number of days board 
furnished employees and patients, gives 33 cents as the 
daily cost per capita for food supplies. 
The number of patients treated during the year shows an 
increase of 323 over the number of last year, and 7,029 more 
days board have been furnished. This increase is entirely 
in the number of free patients cared for and would have been 
larger were it not for the fact that the Hospital was closed, 
except for the admission of emergency cases, from the latter 
part of November to Dec. 26. This was considered neces-
sary owing to the development of two cases of small pox on 
Nov. 22, one on Nov. 27, and two weeks later by the disease 
infecting two nurses who had cared for the previous cases. 
These patients were at once removed from the hospital. 
Prompt vaccination of all employees and patients, and isola-
tion of suspected cases prevented any further outbreak. 
The closure of the Hospital for this period also caused a 
falling off in the receipts, in consequence of which the cur-
rent expenses have exceeded the income $1,932.42. 
At times the capacity of the Hospital both on the medical 
and surgical sides has been tested and as the number of 
patients will probably continue to increase during the coming 
year I feel that some provision should be made for enlarging 
the Hospital. 
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The following figures will show the re]ative increase of
Of patients during the past ten years :-
NuMBER OF PATIENTS TREATED.
From the preceding it wi11 be seen that within six years
from I895 tO I9OI, the number of patients treated has in-
CreaSed IOO Per Cent, and unless some way is provided to ac-
COmmOdate more patientswe sha11 soon be unable to care for
all who apply for homceopathic treatment.
There is aIso a constantly growing demand from themedi-
Cal staff and the homceopa.thic physicians in this vicinity for
a ward for contagious diseases.
The receipts from paying patients were g2,6o7.6I mOre
than in the year I9OO. The expenses) however’have’in-
CreaSed over釦5,OOO, Which is due to the increased number
Of patients cared for’aS the daily per capita cost is a litt]e
less than last year.
MATERNITY.
The number of patients treated in this department has
been 2I6 as compared with I55 m I90O’and it will only be
a short time before more room is needed here.
The receipts from paying patients has been in224.I6and
the cost of ma,intenance即o,O2O.32 Or iセ.48 per day per
Pa,tient. The receipts and expenditures are included in the
financial statement.
During the year the interior has been painted throughout
With enamel paint. An asphalt roof has been put on the
POrCh and new granolithic steps built at the entrance.
??????????? ? ???? ? ? ? ? ? ? 。 ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??
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REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Early in the year a bridge was built between the South
Ward and the third surgical floor. This enables patients
to be taken to and from the north and south wards to the
OPera,ting rooms without having to be carried up and down
the stairs in the administration building・
The fire alam wires were laid under ground to comply
With a city ordinance.
New laundry machinery in the shape of a 5-rOll IOO-inch
Hagen mangle and a 28-inch extractor were purchased and
are proving satisfactory.
The electric wiring in various parts of the Hospital has
been renewed’the greater part of the work being done by
the Hospital Engineer.
The driveways at the rear consisting of some 9OO Square
yards were asphalted and gra’nOlithic gutters placed on the
sides.
A garbage shed has been built at the rear of the boiler-
One of the chief improvements during the year has been
the installation of a refrigeratiug plant whereby we are able
to cooI our refrigerators and to make ice from disti11ed water
for、uSe On the wards.
Another Ames engine directly attached to a 37 k. w.
dynamo was purcha,Sed and set up during the summer, a
2Oh. p. motor for the laundryand a 5 h. p. motor for the
exha.ust fan in the kitchen were put in at the same time, tO-
gether with electric stoves and fans for the wards and elec-
tric irons for the laundry. This has practically done away
With the use of gas and has proved economical aswell as
neater and more hygienic.
At Vose Hall the roof of the porch has been covered with
COPPer ; Partitions were built in the south end of the base-
ment to make aclass room for the Training School, and set
bowIs placed in the bath rooms used by the domestics.
重9
All the floors in the wards on the surgical side have been
renewed during the past few years and are now in good con-
dition. Those on the medical side and ’in the corridors
throughout the Hospital are badly splintered and wom and
PrOVision should be made to replace them.
Awnings were purchased for the windows with a southerly
exposure and with the electric fans added greatly to the com-
fort of the patients during the hot weather. This improve-
ment was most essential, for the number of patients during
the summer months is constantly increasingJ aS is shown by
the daily average census of I42 for this period last year.
Following is the cost of the permanent repairs and im-
PrOVementS during the year : -
$677.∞
249・○○
989・重7
2き〇・〇〇
2,重OO.Oo
重き5・°0
2,822・87
2,4o3・25
452・75
重き°・○○
25〇・〇〇
Iき〇・〇〇
重25・○○
I 5〇・〇〇
4〇〇・°o
き〇・〇〇
飢重,37午o4
Of this amount $6II.I9 is included in current expenses,
the balance was paid by the Treasurer.
The plan adopted last year of pemanently empIoying a.
graduate of the Boston Cooking School to supervise the
dietaries and to instruct the nurses has continued satisfac_
tory and has also proved economical.
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TRAINING ScHOOL.
Miss Alice A. Griswold resigned as Superintendent of
Nurses, July 3O, I9OI. Miss FIorence Hutcheson was ap-
POinted to the position Aug. I, I9OI.
During the year I8 nurses have been graduated’One dis-
missed, One died and 23 PrObationers have been accepted"
The nursing force is as fo11ows : -
SuperintendentofNurses.. . …　…　…　‥　…　I
Hea.d Nurses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .　7
PupilNurses…　…　…　…　…　"　…　…　‥　6o
Total…　…　… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ・ 68
Gra.teful acknowledgment is extended the Ladies’Aid As-
sociation for entertainments and excursions fumished the
members of the Training School during the year, and to Rev.
F. O. Cunningham for his lecture on a “A Holiday in
Europe. ’’
PATHOLOGICAL WoRK.
On May I, I9OI, OWing to lack of space in the Hospital it
was decided to rent one of the laboratories at the Boston
University Medical School, in order that the work in this
department might be the better carried on"　Dr. W. H.
Watters who had had training in various laboratories in this
COuntry and Europe was empIoyed to take charge of the
WOrk. The a.bove arrangement has proved satisfactory and
during the eight months that it has been in force over 8oo
examinations have been made, including material from
autopsies, tissues from surgical operations, blood examina-
tions, bacterioIogical cultures, StOmaCh contents, etC.
AcKNOWLEDGMENTS.
Again it gives me pleasure to thank the many friends of
the Hospital for their entertainments and donations which
ha,Ve been a.source of comfort and cheer to thepatients. A
list of the donations will be found on another page.
Through the kindness of Mr. Arthur F. Estabrook the
lawns in front of the Hospital and Vose Hall were much im-
PrOVed by putting the ground in good condition and adding
flower beds and shrubs.
I wish to express my indebtednes§ to the members of the
Hospital and Maternity committees for the advice and
time which they have so kindly given to the welfare of
the Hospital.
Respectfully submitted,
WM. 0. MANN,
Dil傷め名
Report o書the Medical Board.
A summary of the past year’s work in the three profes-
Sional departments’When compared with that of the years
PreCedjng, eXhibits in an unmistakable manner the changes
to which an institution) founded and conducted on the prin-
Ciples goveming our Hospital, is necessarily subjected¥¥ With
the lapse of time. The changes are distinct both in regard
to the amount and character of the work. Concerning the
amount, the statistical tables show the number of admissions
On the medica.1 side to have been 578. On the surgical side
I,762 OPerations ha.ve been performed, While 2I5 CaSeS have
been treated in the Matemity Department. The figures for
the year before were 466′ I’6o7 and I5I reSPeCtively. But
a comparison of these figures does not adequately express
the di任erence between the actual demands on the Hospital
in the two past years.
In consequence of the outbreak of small pox in the wards
no patients were admitted during the last six weeks of the
quarter.just ended. Calcula,ted at the rate of admissions for
the whole year the figures would read, if the work had con-
tinued without interruption, 653 medical’I’992 Surgical, 2I5
maternity’giving the total of 2,336 for the year I9OO’
against 2,752 for I9OI, an increase of about 18 per cent,
PrOVing beyond question that the claims upon the Hospital
are growing at a ratio far greater than the increase in the
POPulation of the section from which the institution derives
its support. The rate of increase in population for the last
ten years in Massachusetts is 2 I-2　Per Cent Per year.
In what manner these claims are to be met in future is a
question ca,lling for an early solution. Already the available
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space in all three departments is taxed to the utmost limit’
not only that the wards are too often overcrowded’but the
number of private rooms’Ofっwhich the use is a source of in-
COme, is wholly insu鯖cient.
Regarding the character of the work ; in so far as it may
be judged from the tabulated results it will be seen that the
death rate on the medical side was 7.44 PerCent, On the
surgica1 3.58 per cent, in the matemity I.39 Per Cent. In
the last two named departments the percentage of deaths re-
mains practically unchanged) although a slight improvement
should be noted. In the medical cases, On the contrary, the
death rate presents a marked increase"
It would be erroneous, however了O infer that the treat-
ment there had changed in character or su任ered in e鯖cacious-
ness・ Many circumstances have combined to cause the
present showing. With the extended space and facilities
of the Hospital a new policy goveming the admission of
cases has been adopted. Desperate or hopeless cases are no
Ionger rejected in the same measure as fomerly, Since it is
held that the Hospital should a任ord all possible aid to those
needing its care. The e任ect on the death rate of the adop-
tion of this sound principle will therefore be readily seen.
It is certain, mOreVer’that in no small degree the relation
of the profession outside, tO the Hospital, is no Ionger the
same as in the earlier days. Curable cases even of a grave
character are today more often held for treatment in private
practice) Or aS WaS POinted out in last year’s report’in the
suburban hospitals・ Hence it follows that among the larger
numbers annually seeking relief here) for reasons other than
those connected with the character of their maladies, a muCh
larger proportion of severe’COmPlicated and intractable cases
are sent in. This change in the type ofaffections presenting
themselves is not so readily shown in the mere enumeration
of diseases, but is distinctly felt in the experience of all the
three departments, Where’in consequence’the work is con-
stantly growlng mOre arduous.
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The enlargement of the staff has greatly facilitated the
WOrk in all directions’but the need continues to be felt by
every member) Of an o飴cial whose duty it sha]l be’tO familiar-
ize himself with and to record not only the faSeS treated, but
the precise nature of the treatment pursued and the com-
Parative results of di任erent methods. This need was pointed
Out in a former report where it was explained in detail. To
this report we beg respectfully once more to refer your board’
With the request that early provision be made for a clinical
Clerk’Whose status and functions shall be those already de-
fined・ (See pp. 24 and following Amual Report I897,)
In one most important respect, Our reCent eXPerience dif-
fers from that of all formeryears. Wereferto the outbreak
Of small-POX above mentioned. This unfortunate occurrence,
COnCeming which the Director,s report gives the needful de-
tails’WaS felt by the Medical Board to be attended with grave
dangers to the standing of the Hospital. To meet these
dangers’immediate and well considered steps were called
for. As elsewhere the matter of effectual vaccination of the
enti「e personnel of the institution had perhaps been treated
too lightly. By the unanimous action of the Medical Board
this measure was at once determined upon and carried out.
In addition) the Hospital waspractically cIosed during a period
Su鯖cientlylong to prove its freedom from infection. And
Since a case of small-POX, POSSibly contracted in our wards,
had occurred in a distant city’Where it aroused grave appre-
hensions on the part of the authorities and the unfavorable
COmmentS Of the press’it was deemed prudent to seek the
advice of the Chairman of the Board of Health, Of Boston.
His approval of every step taken to check the spread of dis-
ease within our wa11s at once relieved us’aS nOthing e]se
COuld do, from that unjust criticism, Which we must care-
fully study to avoid.
The serious disturbance caused by this outbreak has once
more emphasized a want to which we must be a11owed to
direct your attention’despite the fact that we are fully aware
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0f the di鯖culties in the way of accomplishing the object
sought. It is the immediate need of a new department in
the Hospital, We mean a d少a′物e78t /br Z,みtibu∫あ云cJ.
Throughout the community and the profession’in so fa,r aS
they adhere to the principles for the advancement of which
this Hospital was founded) the demand for a proper refuge
for contagious diseases is felt with increasing urgency. The
more fu11y the subject of infection is studied the more clearly
appears the necessity of its prevention by isolation. The
growth of the institution in a,ll other directions’its equlP-
ment for the reception of all dasses of surgical and obstetri-
cal cases with their danger of complications from infectious
agencies ; the ever present possibility of the introduction of
these agencies from without’SO forcibly demonstrated anew ;
the constant presence everywhere of diphtheria’SCarlet
fever, meaSles and allied diseases, eaCh individual case of
which constitutes a source of peril for a whole neighborhood ;
all these are factors with which we cannot longer refuse to
reckon.
Regarding the administration of the Hospital, eSPeCially
with reference to the nursing, food, diet kitchen, deanliness
Of the wards and private rooms, it is a pleasure to record our
satisfaction.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER WESSELHOEFT,
J. EMMONS BRIGGS,
FREDERICK P. BATCHELDER,
αm m itiee.
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Report of thc Committee Appointed by the Medical Board.
To BE PRESENTED TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
AT a meeting of the Medical Board of this Hospital, held
Nov. I4, I9OI, the undersigned were appointed a committee
to present the fo11owing subjects to the Board of Trustees
for their consideration :一
The late epidemic of smallpox has natura11y given the
Physicians of this Hospital, both on the surgical as we11 as
On the medical side, SOme anXiety, arising especially from
the possibility that a large number of contagious cases might
Suddenly a,rise’While the Hospital might not have room
enough to pemit such cases to be properly isolated and
Cared for. As it was, We Were Obliged to crowd our small-
POX CaSeS, aCtual and suspected, into the sma]1 building pro-
Vided for that purpose. Had it not been for the speedy
removal of such cases by the Board of Health, their rapid
accumulation might have glVen rise to very serious trouble.
It is, therefore, a Part Of the duty of the undersigned to
draw the attention of the Board of Trustees to these circum-
StanCeS, and especially to the need of greater accommoda-
tions, nOt Only for smallpox, but for other contagious diseases
Which may break out in this community. We urge this all
the more in consideration of the still continued presence of
smallpox, CaseS Still being reported at the rate of twenty-five
to thirty a week ; SOme Of them occurring in cIose proximity
to this Hospital,
Well aware of the di億culties to be encountered with
regard to isolationl in the absenceJ for the present) Of a proper
Site at a safe distance from the main building, the enlarge-
ment and extension of the present smaller building, hitherto
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used as a contagious ward, SuggeStS itself. At the same
time this committee would urge that) at SOme future time’a
PrOPer hospital for contagious diseases may be built at some
Safe distance from the present site) Where such disea,SeS Can
.be treated homceopathica11y - a COndition of which such pa-
tients a,re at PreSent deprivedl being obliged to submit to the
allopathic treatment) PrObably not in its mildest form.
The vote of the Medical Board also refers to the need for
an enlargement of the Hospital. Just previous to the out-
break of sma11pox on November 22, there were I87 pa.tients
in the Hospital. The total numberof beds is said to be
220’a high estimate in our opmlOn. At times through the
year it has been almost impossible to receive applicants, and
POOr Patients have been placed temporarily in rooms not de-
Signed for them. We have been informed also that surgica1
9Perations have been postponed until rooms that were occu-
Pied could be vacated.
While the fa,Ct that the beds were full is one evidence of
the need of enlargementJ an9ther evidence is the growth of
the Hospital as shown by the daily average population
throughout the year, Which, by the report of the Medical
Board’Shows a gain of I8 per cent each yearfor the last ten
years. When the Hospital is as full as it has been fre-
quently during the past year, Without additional accommoda-
tions, three courses of action are open to the trustees, aS
fo110WS : -
First) the poor only may be received・ The result of this
Plan will be the exclusion of private patients, Who will go to
private hospitals’/and deprive this institution of the income
Paid by them.
Second, the reception of private patients in preference to
the poor’Which wi11 help the Hospital treasury, Wi11 make
necessary refusing those who have the greatest need of the
care fumished in our Hospital.
ThirdJ by accepting as many as possible of those who
apply in the order of their application’the present methods
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Will be followed, and a portion of the poor and the well-tO-
do applicants will be refused and cared for elsewhere.
The first of these three classes鵜the poor-has been
treated very generously the last year. The daily average of
free beds occupied has been 6I, While the real number of
SuCh beds is 27. The difference between 27 and 6I is 34,
and that is the number of beds not specially endowed’Which
Were fumished to the poor everydayof the last year. That
is one feature of the work of the Hospital of which we may
a11 be proud, Which would please all donors of funds in the
PaSt, and prove an incentive to other charities in the future.
The Matemitywas opened in I897. It has been treating
most successfully those who have entered its walls, until,
du「ing the past year’eVery bed has been occupied’and ap-
Plicants have been denied immediate admission. There are
Only two rooms for private patients in the Hospital, mOSt Of
the beds being in dormitories’and there is special need of
more single rooms for private patients.
In conclusion) We COuld give many “other details of the
CrOWded condition of the Hospital’Of its gradual growth’Of
the disappointment caused those who cannot be admitted
When most desirable or necessary’Of the length of time re-
quired for formulating plans and enlarging this Hospital’tO
PrOVide for the Homceopaths in a hospital for contagious
diseases) and for increaslng aCCOmmOdations in the medical
Wards, Surgical wards’and the Matemity. We hope that
SOme Pla,n may be devised soonl Whereby the development of
the Hospital may continue without check or hindrance.
CoNRAD WESSELHOEFT, M. D.
J. WILKINSON CLAPP, M. D.
N. EMMONS PAINE, M. D.
am m ittee.
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H鍵matOma .
q窃緒言
D狩′伽e∫ a′2d l吻uγ符∫　ケ1わad
and〆あでe
Mal lgn ant
Non.mallgnant
De∫`a∫e∫ and　力グur2e∫ ef Ear
aタzd孝γe
Qf紡e ear
Eustachlan Catarrh.
Lupus ,
FurunculosIS Of Aural canal
Promlnent aurides
Mastodltis
OtltlS medla
OtltlS eXterna
Qft屈eク′e
Cataract..
``　secondary
誌葦11d
C onJ unCtlVltlS
SclerosIS Of chorold
Retlnit18
Synaechlae anterlOr
KentltlS
Staphyloma of lld
T最初も`ar融〆ard∴ i与4iI。8車7l 9重車4十十5
??????
????????
?? 〕?????? ???
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????
????????????
??
?????????
??㌦??????
T弛みbro碑〆t本郷ard・・・・・・・・
竿篭蒜三千・
Strabismus.…...…‥.….......…..
Tumor.tarsal ........................
工ritis......…...…….......……..._....
Ophthalmitis traumatic……・・
UIcerof cornea..........……......
Occlusion of duct lac....……_.
Di∫ea∫e∫ aタクd砂γわ∫〆mt居;
Abscess　….- .....….…..............
Carbuncle...…….-..….一.…‥......
‡討議詰二:::二
Sarco血a _.…………..…‥...........
Sinus _…....….....….-….、....……..
Lipoma ・…‥...・・・・.・・・.....…・・・・・・・・.
D霧讐n霧。綴徽bわ
等霊為さ誓∴-…..….
Appendicitis acute……・・……・
存　　　in tercurrent. …
l(　　　　recurrent ……..
α　　　suppurative.. - ・
Mesenteric cyst∴・・……・・・…・..・・
=　　　α　malignaLnt
Peritonitis .....●●….…..……
=　　t ubercular. ….
Adhふns詳‡請・二・
Abscess subphrenic -・…・・・
Tumor...……...........●_..……
篭霊盤語霊㌘ 」 ….
Abscess...…...-..-…..-一.......
L花mあ:
Femoral single -・・・…・・・.-…・..・
Inguinal, ``
7b細ん′arried}brくりaγd -…・・-I353lI4I9lII5牛O2l 8
??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????
???????
乃tal? b碑tjb御ard
lわγ′タIa一αn段n桝ed.
Inguma.1 double
(l strangulated
U mbillCal　....
Ventral
Scrotal.　..
D雄a∫クandカタur`e∫ er M宏∫′k∫
a"d乃・uタグ居・
Cyst・ ・　- ・・ ・
LIPOma　.　- ・
SlnuS .
Abscess, tubercular　　.
Tumor　_
S pram
D狩ea∫e∫ aブタd高砂uγ郷〆乙抄er
Eぷ〆γem ‡tee∫.
`管条謹言
Q/the haタグd:
Q/ theメタ懲り州
C ontracture
Dupuytren’s contractlOn
緒鵠竺S　●
Seps章S　-・ -
Web　.
Traumatism _
D狩ea∫e∫ a,ed力ゲルγ′e∫ ef Lo秒er
Eガtre肋e功e∫
`雑言警竺and碕
圭蕊s -
Gangrene　.・　・
ResectlOn.
T披瓦でarmdjb舛粉a rd
??????
???????
???????
??????????〔?
‥?‥????‥
????????? ???????
???????
???、??
??????
Tあaんbγ0維招Ijbγα′ard
α●沈Ih肴h aタ多d竹- αnt’d
Straln
語義n 。。。,
SlnuS Of stump
盤霊竺.………‥.…...._.
諾謹豊島註二二:∴
Sepsis..._.………・・・…・-..……・・
Flat foot...・二・・・・・....・ …‥・・・・・・…・
Ingrowing toe nails-…・・…・…
認諾悪霊竺竺
Dあea∫e∫ and●セルγie∫〆Bom∫
盈霊霊s。。SS..………....
Fracture (ja,W) ・・...-………・・…・・
``　(Skull) ……....…・..・.・.
s∴m諸管掌∴・二
Necrosis (jaw) …‥..……....…..
Carcinoma (jaw).........………
笠盈誓三笠∴
Exostosis of finどer ….…......
Tuberculosis ....………...….....
笠幾盗。.。u血.….….....
Caries of spine..........…........
Dislocation coccyx...-・…・・…
…蒜護‾ ‾
Tbめんでaγr料d〆畑a御上.・・.・-
重425l重494lI209) IO9
????????
?
っ????????????
?
Tb勿れbγ0姉t/b糊aγd……・・
q● the trunk- α寂あu・オ
Fra.cture vert., 3d, 4th, 5th..
Necrosis costal cart......._..…
Pott,s disease........_…….…‥こ・・
Sarcoma clavicle.….......…‥..
Fracture …....…..._……….........
α“ l卒lのeγ eメゾremitie∫ :
Traumatism. _.
…器1韓語誌
Tubercul o sis
Genu varum
Hammer-tOe.
E xostosis-tOe
DISIocatlOn tarSuS
TallPeS equlnO VaruS
脇∫′e〃d neou∫
Senlllty -　- ・
豊霊蒜。nd。言　●
69l重5O2l重57重II253l I27l IO
?????????????
????
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St‘frmary of Materhity Report.
JAN. I TO DEC. 3I, I9OI.
PatientsremainingDec.3重II9∞… … … … … ・ 9
``　admittedJan・ItODec.3重, … …　… … ‥　2O7
Totalpatientstreated. . . . ‥ . . . . . ‥ . ‥ .
PatientsdischargedJan.I tODec.3重… … … … ‥　2OI
くく　died……………………・　3
Total discha’rgeS ‥　‥　‥
くく　remainingDec. 3重)I9OI. ‥
Daily average number of patients　‥
Multipara3COnfined. . ‥ . . . . .
Primiparacconfined. . . . . . . .
Total confined. . . . . . .
Averagedurationof labor. . . . . .
Infants:Males . . . . . . . . . .
Females . . . . . . . . .
A▼erageWeightof infants. . . . . .
Labor∴Normal . . . . . . . . . .
Forceps,low. . . ‥ . . .
``　　high　‥ . . ‥ .
Placentapr鍵va . . . . . .
Positions:L.O.A. . . . . . . . .
R.0.A. . . . . . . . .
L.0.P‥ . . . . . . . .
R.0.P‥ . . . . . . . .
S.L.A‥ . . . . . . . .
S.R.A…　… . . .
Perineumruptured . . . . . . . . .
‘'　　repa.ired. . " . ・ . ・ . .
`●　　not repaired (Very little tear)
Cervixruptured . . . . . . . . . .
Eclampsia. . . . . . . . . . . . .
?????
????????????????????????
???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?
4I
Rcst‘me of Med ca,l, Sorgまcal, and剛btemまty Reports.
JAN. I TO DEC. 3I, I9OI.
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Ca録紋S o基Death.
An鍵mia,Pemicious . . . . . .
Appendicitis,Acute . . . . . .
``　　　``　suppurative .
Carcinomaof intestines . . . .
`く　　= 1iver . . . . . .
=　　　`(　rectum　. . . . .
“　secondary . ‥ . .
バ　　of uterus. . . . . .
Cerebralhemorrhage . . . . .
Cirrhosisofliver . . . . . . .
Cholelithiasis . . . . . . . . ,
Diabetismellitus . . . . . . .
Eclampsia . . . . ‥ ・ ・ ・ ・
Embolism, Pulmonary. . ‥ .
Encephalitis . . . . . ‥　‥
Endocarditis . . . . . . . . ,
Endometritis, UIcerative∴ ・ ・ ・
Fibromata uteri. . . . . . . .
Fracture of spine and myelitis .
Gangreneofleg . . . . . . .
Hemorrhage (SeCOndary〉 ・ . ・ ,
Hemia,doubleinguinal . . . .
``　stra.ngulated. ‥ ・ ‥
Inanition (Premature birth) ‥ l
Intussusception. . . . . . .
Maras皿us　. . . . . . . . .
Meningitis . …　‥ ・ ・ ・
Myelitis,Acute. …　… l
Nephritis,Chronic . ‥ . .
Pancreatitis (acute hemorrhagic)
Peh亡onitis . . . . . . . . .
Phlebitis,Septic. . . . . 〇 ・
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . .
Purpurahemorrhagica.. . . .
Pyosalpingitis. . . . . . . "
Ruptureof aorta . . . ‥ ・
Sarcomaofkidney . . ‥
Sen握ity ・ ・ ‥ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・
Septicaemial Puerperal ‥　‥
??????????????????????????????
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SepticaBmia　. . ‥ ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ‥ ・
Shockdueto embolism . . . . . . .
Thrombosisof leftventricle . . . . .
Tuberculosisofkidney . . … ・ ・
付　　く` 1ungs . . . . ・ ・ ・ ・
TyphoidFever . 〃　…　…　‥ ・
Valvulardiseaseof heart　. . . . . .
Vesical calculas and operation therefor
????????
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List of Gradt’ateS Of the Trainhg. SchooI◆
†Mrs. Lillian Bums-Dinsmore.
Miss Anna H. Hunt.
Miss Dorca§ K. Edgerton.
Mis§ Isabelle P. Gibby.
Miss FIorence L. Haskins.
亀Miss Alice M. Howland.
Miss Alice L. Black.
Miss Alice H. Gould.
†Miss Ora B. Hannah.
Miss Lida Hines.
Miss Myra Jerauld.
†Miss Annie Lamb.
†Mrs. Katherine V. Beal.
Mis§ Adelia M. Drake.
Miss FIorence C. Gay.
Miss E飴e M. Jones.
†Mis§ Sa11ie Clearwater.
†Mis§ FIorence A. Cobb.
Miss Marion Lewis.
Miss HeIen Perrin.
重887.
種Mrs. Eleanor Cochler-Loomis.
Miss Mary P. Talbot.
重888.
Mrs. Helen M. McClannin.
†Miss Ada Powers,
Miss E11a F. Warren.
重889.
Miss Jennie McKay.
†Miss Wilhimina Rittman.
Miss Catherine Ru11.
†Miss Mary E. Wentworth.
†Miss Mary E. Wade.
宣890.
†Miss Zoe L. Powers.
†Miss Carrie M. Thompson.
Miss Esther M. Upham.
Miss Jessie E. Wasgatt.
重89重.
†Miss Alice W. Sutcli銃.
Miss Lizzie J. Tisdale.
Miss Lena E. Woods.
Miss Anna L. Whiton.
†Miss Clara Ludgate.
Mi§S Emma J. Gould.
Miss Elizabeth S. Stephenson.
Miss Edith G. Smith.
Miss Sarah J. Glines.
Miss Harriet M. Filmore.
Miss Georgie A. Read.
Miss Barbara D. Marshal].
Miss Lora M. Richardson.
Miss Alice P. Sillars.
†Miss Helen F. Amingtnn.
Miss Ellen Armstrong・
Miss EIeena Barnum.
Miss May Bowlby.
Miss Mary C. Daly.
†Mrs. Anna T. Flemming.
Miss Nellie G. Herrick.
Miss Mary A. ‾Howe.
Miss Elizabeth MacLennan.
Miss Mary Ware.
Mrs. Carrie P, Norwood.
Miss Mary Brock.
Miss Nellie Brown.
Miss Dorothy M. Cutts.
†Miss Frances Cole.
Miss Mercy M. Cassel.
†Miss Catherine W. Cavannah.
Miss Lina V. Downs.
Miss Alice A. Fulton.
Miss Frances A. Groves.
Miss Ella Hamilton.
4与
重892.
Miss Johanna Hanlon.
Miss Margarita Griott.
†Miss Sarah C. Lee.
†Miss AIpha L. Wilson.
†Miss Mary D. Gates.
重893.
†Miss Helen B. Kidder.
Miss Rose E. Judge.
Miss Margarita L. Whitlaw.
Miss Lydia S. Lunt.
Mis  Lillie M. Elkins.
重894.
†Miss Anna L. Pike.
Miss Cecelia J. Swift.
Mis§ Jennie Sleep.
#Miss Nellie Foskett.
†Mi§S E. Louise Stamers.
Miss Cynthia Steeves.
M ss Lucy J. Voshe11e.
“ Miss AmyJ..Vye.
Mrs. M rgaret P. Waitt.
Miss Sara Reed.
Miss Lydia Curtiss.
事895.
Miss Anna B. Lown.
Miss Elizabeth Lieber.
Mis  Mary E. Rice.
Miss Caroline Ryder.
Miss Elise Ruefli.
Miss Alice M. Theobald,
Miss Clemmie Todd.
Miss Alice Tucker.
†Mis  Emma C. Wright.
Miss Anna J. Arenburg.
Miss Katherine Brown.
Miss Jennie Breed.
Miss A. Belle Cheney.
’*Miss Alice J. Davis.
Miss Mattie Davis.
Miss Alma Dean.
Miss Anna Fisher.
Miss Abbie M. Fullerton.
Miss Mabelle A. Graham.
Mis§ Emma C. Morry.
Miss Esther M. Beebe.
Miss Carlotta Bond.
Miss Mary S. Churchill.
Miss Alexandria Dickey.
Miss FIorence A. Dunham.
Miss Mary V. Fennesey.
Miss Harriet Forbes.
†Miss Grace Hanway.
Miss Mary W. Hasting§.
Miss Clara Higgins.
Miss Bessie I. Armstrong.
Miss Janet Campbell・
Miss Edith G. Creesy.
Miss Mary F. Fowler.
Miss Christie A. Fraser.
Mrs. Susie F. Eldridge.
Miss Lucy Hoxie.
Miss Harriet M. Johhson.
Miss Clara B. Kimball.
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重896・
Miss Elizabeth McLeod.
Miss Carlotta Marsha11.
Miss Ella E. Severance.
Miss Gertrude A. Smith.
†Miss Ne11ie Statham.
Miss Belle D. Van Wart.
Miss Aimee W. Vibber.
Miss Mary A. Wells.
M s. Annie L. Wingate.
Mrs. May Ruth Whitman.
†Miss Elizabeth S. Young.
重897.
Mrs  Hattie L. Martin.
Miss Crissie Mathews.
M ss Winifred Monroe.
Miss Sadie McKenna.
Miss Kate Gertrude Scott.
Miss Margaret Shepstone.
Miss Edith M. Stanton.
Miss Susan E. Tracy.
Miss Elizabeth Watson.
†Miss Alice G. Weeks.
重898・
Miss Katherine McRae.
Miss Georgina Paton.
†Miss Alice M. Poole.
M s. Grace W. Perry.
Miss Ruth Sawyer.
Miss Nellie B. Sherman.
Miss Grace Stewart.
Miss Helen L. E. Taylor.
Miss Adelaide C. Wingate.
Miss Mary E. Brooks.
Miss Alice M. Evan§.
Miss Jessie V. Dunbar.
Miss Mina E. Wells.
Miss Hattie Gould.
Miss Helen Carr.
Miss Mary B. Ingham.
Miss Janet Banwell.
Miss Ida Hu賞sel.
Miss Catherine Henry.
†Miss Laura Dodge.
Mi§S Alice I. Abbott.
Mrs. Margaret A. Lane.
Miss Florence H. Reed.
Miss Margaret F. McBride.
Miss Pearl C. Winn.
Miss Abbie F. Packard.
Miss FIora V. Lauderburn.
Miss Helen Grant.
Miss Bertha Crosby.
Miss Bemese Harrison.
Miss Ruth E. Crittenden.
Mis§ Louise C. Sangef.
重90重・
Miss M. Annie MacLeod.　　　　Miss Martha E. Rowe.
Miss Edith A. L. Hall.　　　　　Miss Edith Colbum.
Miss Mabelle G. Hunter.　　　　Miss Bertha Carvell.
Miss Lena G. Currier.　　　　Miss Margaret Vye.
Miss Marietta Leadbetter.　　　　Miss E鯖e Steinhow.
Mi§S Edna Hamah.　　　　　　#Miss Ne11ie M. Fox.
Miss Bessie Deane.　　　　　Miss Lucy G. Potter.
Miss Mary C. Root.　　　　　Miss Georgina M. Durant.
Miss Annie M. Gammon.　　　　Miss Theodosia Manwell.
† Married.　* Deceased.
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Prospeeto§ Of the Tra血ing School for N斑ses.
ESTABLISIIED I885.
BY the authority of the Trustees of the Massachusetts
Homceopathic Hospital, arrangementS have been made for
giving three years’training to women desirous of becoming
PrOfessional nurses.
An applicant for admission to the School must be be-
tween twenty-three and thirty years of age, in sound physi-
Cal condition and fumish evidence of having had a High
School education or its equivalent. She should enclose with
her letter of application her photograph, 1etters from two
reliable citizens testifying to her moral character and dispo-
Sition) One from a physicia.n regarding her health) and a cer-
tificate that she has been successfully vaccinated within two
years, and one from a dentist stating that her teeth are in
good condition. She must have no hereditary tendency to
Pulmonary or constitutional disease, and must be free from
the necessity of nursing members of her family during the
three years’course. A brief outline of her life since leaving
SChooI should be fumished. Applicants will be received
March ISt and Sept. ISt Of each year.
If accepted as a candidate she will enter upon a term of
two months’probation’during which board and lodging will
be furnished, but she will receive no compensation. Accept-
ance as a pupil nurse will depend upon the e億ciency shown
during the probation.
If considered satisfactory’She will be required to remain
three years in the Training School, tO Obey the rules and
regulations of the Hospital’and to perform any duty assigned
to her. She will then receive釣voo a month during the
remainder of the three years’course. This is not intended
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as wages, aS it is considered that the education received is a
fu11 equivalent for services rendered, but is to cover neces-
Sary and incidental expenses.
During the months of probation a neat pink and white
Stripe wash dress with cIerica=inen collar must be worn,
but after that time only the uniform of the school, Which
COnSists of blue and white striped gingham, White apron
With bib, CaP, and linen collar. Candidates should bring
the following articles: Six white aprons, One and one・half
yards wide, the band of which should be fastened with two
buttons, and with five-inch hem, reaChing within an eighth
Of a yard of the bottom of the dress; tWO bags for soi】ed
dothes, a reCePtaCle for boots, a naPkin ring, a gOOd supply
Of plain cIothing, marked on bands with name in fu]l, tWO
Pairs of we11-made shoes, One inch longer than foot, With
low rubber heels, and suitable outer garments for all kinds
Of weather. Twenty-One Pieces wi11 be allowed for laundry
each week.
The course of training includes instruction by the attend-
ing physicians and surgeons at the bedside of the patients ;
1ectures by members of the Medical Board upon anatomy,
PhysioIogy, medical, Surgical, gyneCOIogical and obstetrical
nursing, emergenCies, hygiene, dietetics, maSSage, and special
Subjects ; instruction by the Superintendent of Nurses from
manuals and text books, and in the wards in the general care
Of the sick, bed making, Changing of bed and bed linen,
management of helpless patients, giving baths in bed, dress-
ing of wounds, bums, ulcersl etC.1 the prevention and dress-
ing of bed soresJ the application of fomentations and poultices?
the uSe of hot water bottles, the use of the catheter, the
administration of enemata, and the venti】ation of wards and
rooms. Practical instruction in obstetrical nursing wi11 be
given at the Matemity in comection with the Hospital.
There will also be a course in cookery for the sick, and the
SerVing of food and delicacies in a proper mamer. During
the senior yea.r pupils will be assigned to such positions of
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responsibility as may be available’aCting as head nurses’in
order that they may be fitted to take charge in institutions・
The hours of dutyfordaynurses arefrom 7 A. M. tO 8
p. M.; fornighthursesfrom8 p・ M. tO7 A. M. Each nurse
on day duty is allowed two hours a day for rest and recrea-
tion’One-ha,lf day after 2 P. M. eaCh week’and丘ve hours
each Sunday. The School is unsectarian’but pupils are
expected to attend religious service once on Sunday. If
possible a month,s vacation is allowed each year when a
nurse can best be spared. The hours for rest and recreation
may be changed or withheld at any time the interests of the
Hospital may demand it. Time lost in sickness must be
made up before a dipIoma wi11 be given・ At the end of
three yearsl after satisfactorily pa.ssing the necessary exam-
inations, the nurse will receive a. dipIonlaタand be entitled to
wear the badge of the School.
The Training School is a department of the Hospital and
is controlled by the Board of Trustees・ The Director’aS
executive o億cer of the Hospital, has general management
of all matters relating to the Schoo]. The Superintendent
of Nurses, Miss FIorence Hutcheson’has the immediate
supervision of the course of instruction and of the duties
and discipline of the nurses on the wards.
Address all communications to Wm. O. Mann, M. D.,
Director.
囲TreastIre読Anntlal Raport
FoR∴THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 3I, I9OI・
LEDGER BALANCES, DEC. 3I, I9OI
DR,
Investment Bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
Investment Stocks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mortgages. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RealEstate(PrOductive) . . . . . . . ‥ . . . .
RealEstate(non-PrOductive) . . ‥ . . . . . . .
WilliamO.Mann,Director . . . . . . . . . . . .
William O・ Mann, Director (Petty CaSh account). ‥
Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
届763,258・I8
・ 2○○タ5I〇・7°
・　4重,5〇〇・°o
. I8I,8oo.oo
. 3重5,気〇・〇〇
・ 57,重46・o9
・　　5〇〇・ 〇〇
・　2,885.26
飢,563,2°〇・23
.鈷5,2I3・67
. 6重3,重76・56
・ 775,7〇〇・〇〇
・　22タ5〇〇・〇〇
・　25,〇〇〇・°°
・　与,〇〇〇・ 〇〇
・　j)°〇°・°〇
・　重,25〇・〇〇
・ 55,360.∞
・　5,〇°°・ ○○
$重,563,2○○.23
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C. HL WATSON, 77rcaJ.ure’r, JタZ　4“Ou′クt t‘′幼　めe MASS. HoM偶OPATHIC
Hosp重TAI,.
DR.
To Balance of Cash on hand Jan. I, I90I.
To Receipts on account of Principal -
Securitiessoldand matured. . . . . .
Legacies -
MaryA.P.Weld . . ‥ . . . . .
HenryL.Pierce. ‥ . ‥　‥ . .
Caroline H. Stanwood, for a free bed
to be ca11ed the Daniel Bradford Bed
LucretiaA.Wilder. . . . . . . . .
Mary M.Dutton. . …　… , .
RebeccaA.Goddard. . . . . . . .
MatildaGoddard　. . . , . . . . .
RobertCodman . . . . . . . . . .
S. W. Richardson_
On account of Photograph Fund. ‥
To Receipts on account of Income-
Interest on Investment Bonds,歌o2,58I.44
Less accrued interest on
Investment Bonds bought)
Dividends on Investment
Stocks . . . . . . . . .
Rents _
Adams House　　. . . .
Beck Hall. . . . . . . .
Coipora宣on memberships -
EzraH.Baker. . . . . .
GertrudeBa.ker . . . . .
A.F.Estabrook . . . . .
C.H.Wa.tson. . . . . .
Interestonmortgages . . . .
Intereston bank ba,lances. . .
Annualsubscriptions. . . ∴
Interest on Rutla.nd R. R. note
Accrued interest on stocks sold
A m o“nめでarγわd〆舛妙ard
… ・拒54,445.72
筋386 70
5,〇〇〇・ °O
j,〇〇〇・ 〇〇
9,346・65
5°°・○○
き〇〇・〇〇
3°〇・〇〇
与,〇〇〇・〇〇
26,033"35
之7う・○○
渉23,I重7.91
I ,908.43
--約°,673.0重
8,662 7j
あ5,〇〇°.o4
6,6I〇・97
- II,6II.OI
絡重°°.〇°
I °o ○○
重○○.○○
I ○○.○○
4〇〇・〇〇
… ・　2,重45・53
… ・　　434・与2
… ・　　27与・°o
… ・　　9°〇・〇〇
… ・　　5°7・37
〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 ‾　　　〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 ‾　　　〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 ‾
… ・馬55,6o9.I9 $28o,754.O7 $23,重I7.9I
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A棚Ou′ああ’0稚招tjZ,rZ”am!... ‥鵜5,609.I9 ife8o,754.O7嵐e3,II7.9重
Check received from Eleanor
J.Clark… ・ . ‥ . .　$I9I.57
Applied to payment of certa.in
bills for Clark Ward . ‥　I9I.O7
・50
Sa,le of grass from Northampton meadow
land　‥‥‥‥‥.・‥‥　　24・48
-　5与,634.重7
To receipts from Wm. O. Mann, Director. . … . 6重,6IO.82
397,999・°6
紛42重,I重6.97
.細8j,938.o2
. . ∴∴燐I°°.°o
. .　　　　重○○.○○
6.〇°
7き・○○
ト・　　I25・○○
Amou融でarrんdjb御ard …　…　…　簿4o6.∞$296,723.87
? ? ?
? ??
?????
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Amo脇かb,幼擁tf,糊aγd. .音
Advertisingandrevenue . . . .
Engra.vings for annual report . .
Postage - mailing a.mua,1 reports
Printingannualreport . . . . .
Postalcardsandprinting　‥ ・ ・
Resolutions (Pope & Dewson). .
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . .
SalaryofE.T.Colbum. . . . .
Sala,ryOfTreasurer・ . . . . . .
紛4o6.○○局296,723・I9
4.88
47・30
重2o.○○
423 ・○○
3・7j
55・°0
59重・°o
IOO.OO
重,〇〇〇・°o
ー　　　‾‾　　2,75○○93
Bypaymentsto Wm. O・ MannタDirector　… …　… ‥ I裏81756.9I
Byba,lanceofcashonhandDec.3I, I9OI … …　… ‥　2,885.26
$42I,重I6.97
聞SECUR工TIES ON HAND DEC. 3I. I9OI.
1わびe∫tme?zt Bonゐ.
$2O,OOO Southern Pacific Ra虹oad of New Mexico, 6s.
20,OOO Union Pacific Railroad Co., 4S.
重O,O∞ St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad, 5S・
25,∞O Northem Pacific Railway, 4S.
25,OOO Centra.1 Railroa.d Company of New Jersey, 5S.
重O,O∞ New York Central & Hudson River R. R. Co. (L. S.), 3ブ炎.
重O,O∞ Illinois Central, (St. Louis Division), 3,4s.
IO,OOO Oregon Short Line Railroad, 6s.
5,OOO Fremont, Elkhorn & Missouri Valley Railroad,こ6§・
7 5,OOO Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6 General Mortgage, 4S.
I 5,∞O Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway, 5S.
I5,OOO St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southem Railway, 5S.
重O,OOO Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6 Adjustment, 4S.
重O,OOO Chicago & West Michigan Railway, 5S・
重5,O∞ Chesapeake & Ohio Ra.ilway, 5S.
重O,OOO Oregon Railroa’d & Naviga’tion) 4S・
重O,OOO Illinois Central Railroad (Louisville Division), 3タ4s.
25,OOO Chicago & Northwestern Railway Co., 5S.
25,OOO Chicago Junction Ra,ilways & Union Stock Yards, 4S・
IO’0∞ TorontoI Hamilton & Buffa,lo Railway) 4S・
I 5,OOO Louisvi11e & JeffersonviIle Bridge, 4S.
4O,OOO Northern Pacific - Great Northem R. R., 4S.
IO,OOO Mystic Valley Street Railway, 5S.
I5,OOO West End Street Railway, 4 %s.
25,OOO Cicero & Proviso Street Railway, 5S.
重O,OOO United Tracticn & Electric Co., 5S.
IO,OOO Lowell & Suburban Street Railway, 5S・
25,OOO Massachusetts Electric Companies, 4ク6s・
IOO,OOO American Telephone & Telegraph Company, 4S・
量O,OOO Erie Telegraph & Telephone Co., 5S.
2O,OOO Cumberla.nd Telephone Co., 5S.
重O,OOO Michigan Telephone Company, 5S.
92,OOO Walter Baker Company, 4ウ6s.
I 5,00O St. Louis Terminal Co., 4ブ6s・
25,OOO Fiske Wharf & Warehouse Co., 4S.
hきle∫肋2 eブタt.5茨7eん.
重5O Shares Old CoIony Railroad Co.
I5O Shares Fitchburg Railroad Co., Preferred.
IOO Shares Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6, Preferred.
IOO Shares Boston & Alba.ny Railroad Co.
I5O Shares New York, New Ha.ven & Hartford Railroad Co.
重OO Shares
萱OO Shares
25O Shares
250 Shares
IOO Shares
150 Shares
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Union Pacific Railroad Co., Preferred.
West End Street Railway, Common.
Constitution Wharf.
Central Building Trust.
Haymarket Building Trust.
Bedford Trust.
9 Shares Boston Northwest Real Estate Co.
Mbr細∫.
SarahJ.Clark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
GeorgeS.Rice… . . . ‥ . . . . . . . . . . .
N.J.Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G.W.Jackson. . . . . . . . . . . .∴ . . . . . ,
EstateAbbyB.Morton‥ ・ ‥ . ‥ . . ‥　‥ .
H.H.Sawyer　…　… . …　‥ . . ‥ . ‥
SCHEDULE A.
SECURITIES SoLD AND MATURED.
I90I・
Jan"　3重・ $IOO,OOOAmerican Be11 Telephone, 4S , ‥
Feb. I.　　　　2MusicHall . . . . . . . . . . .
7.　　I85 PereMarquette, Preferred . ‥ .
9,OOOGeneralElectric, 5S . . . ‥　‥
4,〇〇〇C・B・&Q・,3)4s.っ　…　… ,
8.　　I6oC.B.&Q.Rts . . . . . . . . .
重8.　　　25 First National Ba,nk of Cambridge
2I.　　　IOOHotelTrust. . . . . . . . . . .
Mar. I.　28,OO○ Walter Ba,ker, 4%s (Called). . ‥
5.　4O,OOO RutlandR. R., nOte Paid. ‥ . .
I5.　　IOOUnionPacific Rts‥ . . . . . . .
$6,°○○.°o
重重,〇〇〇・〇〇
9,5〇〇・〇〇
5)OOO・OO
5,〇〇〇・〇°
5,〇〇〇・〇〇
‥緋〇°,I25・○○
. .　8,482.42
・ ・裏4,306・2王
・ ・　　41基2〇・〇〇
・ ・　632・〇〇
・ ・　　4)〇〇〇・〇〇
・ ・重重,697.73
. .　28,〇〇〇.〇°
・ ・　40タ〇〇〇・〇〇
76・2う
Payment byG・ W. Jackson,On aCCt. mOrtgage I,OOO.OO
重6.　　IOHotelTrust… … … … …　I,I69.55
May∴7・　　20　=　　高　……………　2,339・35
重6・　　2o　‖　　``　……………　2,339・35
June　7.　I3OSco11ayTrust　…　… …　… ‥ I3,I27.4O
July I.　　60　``　　“　…………‥　6,O58.8o
重I.　　　Account DayMortgage … … … ・　I43.98
重2・　　765 Chicago & W. Michigan, Scrip　…　…　　766.82
Sept.2O.　　60ScollayTrust　… …　… … ‥　6,058.80
Oct. I.　IO,OOONashuaStreetRy,6s(Called) ・ . ‥ . ‥　IO,O∞.OO
庭254,445・72
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SCHEDULE B.
SECURITIES PuRCHASED.
重90I・
Jan. 3〇・かOO,O∞ American Telephone&Telegraph, 4S . ‥
Feb. 7.　　　78UnionPaci丘c,Preferred . . . . . . . . .
IOAtchison,Preferred . . . . . . . . . . .
4I Fitchburg,Preferred. . ‥　‥　‥ . . .
5OOAtchisonAdj.,4S　‥ . . . . . . . . ‥
3,OOOCentralN.J.,5S… … … ・∴ ‥
I2,OOOAtchison,4S . . . . . . . , . . . . . .
II.　　　IOld CoIony. . ‥　‥ ・ ‥ ・ ‥ ・ ‥
I,OOOChica.go& W. Michigan, 5S‥　‥ . . ‥
I3・　　　　2OldCoIony‥ . . . . . ‥ . . ‥ . .
I8.　　4,OOOSouthPacificNewMexico,6s . . . . . .
2I"　　25,∞OChicago&N.W.,5S . ‥ . . . ‥　‥
Mar. I.　25,OOOFiskeWharf &Warehouse,4S. . . . . .
Ta.xes on Newton Centre property and dis.
Of Mortgage . . . . . . . . ‥ . . .
I2・　IO,OOOUnitedTraction,5S . … . , . . . . .
2O,OOOChicagoJunction,4S. ‥ . . . . . . . .
重O,OOOLowell&Suburban,5S. . . . . . . . . .
May　重.　　　40C.B.&Q…　… . . ‥ . . ‥ . .
June　6.　IO,OOOT.H.&B.,4S. . . . . . ‥ . . . . . .
7.　　5,OOOOregon Nav.,4S. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5,OOOChicagoJunction,4S . . . . . . ‥ . .
July I.　　5,OOOMassachusettsElectric,4,4s ’. . ‥ . . .
I 6.　　重o,〇〇〇　　　u　　　　　``　　``
Oct・ 3・　重O,°○○　　　``　　　　　``　　``
Dec. 5.　　　　　SarahJ.Clark,mOrtgagenOte　‥ . . . .
居99,う○○.°0
6,762.重2
893・○○
与,832・25
465〇〇〇
3,8I3.75
I2,267.○○
208・2 5
I,067 ・5°
4重6・50
4,65〇・°°
27,25°・∞
25,I87.うo
I 43・98
重重タ5〇〇・〇〇
20,42j・○○
IO,975・○○
7 ,97〇・〇〇
9,97き・○○
5,I77・92
5,重25・○○
5,°68.75
重O,裏37・5o
重°タ重25・○○
重,〇〇〇・〇〇
紛285,938.02
Respectfully submitted,
C. H. WATSON,
Tシea∫uγer.
The undersigned Finance Committee of the Massachusetts Homceopathic
Hospital have caused the foregoing account to be audited under the direction
Of Wm. Fra,nklin Halll eXPert aCCOuntant) Who report§ the same correct and
PrOPerly vouched. The Committee has examined the securities in hands of
the Treasurer, and find them a.s called for by the auditing expert.
C. R. CoDMAN,
SpENCER W. RICHARDSON,
JoHN C. HAYNES,
薫m′クでe Cbmm線e.
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Donatまons for書90I.
Magazines from Mrs. J. Livingston Grandin, SeVeral times.
在　　　り　Mrs. Charles G. Durgin.
=　　　　〃　Miss Tisdale.
バ　　　　くく　Mrs. Thatcher.
在　　　り　Mrs. W. H. Dunham, SeVeral times.
α　　　在　Mrs. Van Wagner.
在　　　　り　Miss Gorham.
買　　　　付　Mr. Arthur F. Estabrook.
寝　　　付　Mrs. E. P. Ruggles.
バ　　　　=　Dr. Worcester.
買　　　　付　Mrs. Charles Rollins.
竹　　　村　Mr.JohnR.Heard.
くく　　　買　Mr. HenryB. Day.
買　　　付　Miss Maud E. Appleton.
=　　　　`く　Miss Willis.
Books from Master Lawrence Boyd・
村　　村　Mrs. E. F. Pratt.
付　　出　Mrs. FIorence Lamb.
付　　く・　Mr. Thomas Doliber.
付　　く`　Dr. WinsIow B. French.
“ “ “ Dr.JohnF.Valentine.
=　　バ　Mr. B. Preston Clark.
召　　`く　Children, Canton, Mass.
=　　=　Miss Annie Agge.
=　　``　Miss Pattengall.
=　　〃　Mrs. George M.Adams.
FIowers from Miss Nellie Carter, eVery Week.
在　　り　Miss Eleanor J. Clark.
生　　　り　Mrs. Wi11iam H. Badlon.
“　売　Mr.J. S. Bailey.
=　　(`　Mrs. Browne11.
``　　=　Mr. Spencer W. Richardson.
与9
FIowers from Mrs. Thatcher.
=　　バ　Hazel and Paul Lovejoy.
バ　　　=　Boston Fruit a,nd FIower Mission.
バ　　　=　Mrs. Mackenzie.
生　　　り　Mrs. Thomas Doliber.
=　　　くく　Mrs. Charles Blake.
=　　　u Mrs. Smith.
生　　　り　Mr. Arthur F. Estabrook.
=　　=　Every Day Church.
点　　り　Mrs. D. W. Gregory.
=　　　くく　Miss Dollie Dunbar.
=　　u Sunshine Committe, Hyde Park.
在　　　り　Mrs. F. P. Batchelder.
くく　　　=　Mr. Victor Davol.
付　　　点　Mrs. Henri Batchelder.
=　　　バ　Mr. Louis Bartlett Thacher.
在　　　村　Mrs. Charles Blake.
信　　(`　Parker Memorial.
“　　u Miss Evelyn Woodman.
買　　付　Dr. John Dixwell.
.(　　=　Miss C. B.Thacher.
高　　村　Hospital Music Fund.
Plants trom Mr. Arthur F. Estabrook.
バ　　くく　　Mrs. Elizabeth W. Stevens.
Picture cards from Miss Barnes.
Picture from Mr. J. Eastman Chase.
Sofa pi11ow from Miss Plympton.
Two pairs blankets) I doz. sheetsタI doz. pillow cases) 6 stand
COVerS? 3 doz. towels) from Miss Helen Collamore.
Six bureau scarfs, 2 table cIoths, | dozen stand covers, 3 dozen
Sheets) 2 doz. pi‖ow cases) from Mr. David B. Flint.
Linen from Miss Church.
Linen from Mrs. Barney.
Linen from Emmanuel Church.
Ten pairs socks, I2 tOWels)重2 Pillow cases) I2　Handkerchiefsタ
4. Pairs menタs undershirts and drawers) from the Needle Work
Guild.
Singing by choir of Tremont Street Methodist Church.
Singing by choir of Shawmut Congregational Church.
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Music by Miss Gladys Fogg.
Singing by Hancock Quartette, Lexington.
Music by Misses Ida Hunneman and Ayer.
Music by the Hospital Music Fund.
Readings by members of the Shut-in Society.
Wardrobes for Clark ward fiom Miss Eleanor J. Clark.
Five electric fans for Clark ward, from Miss EIeanor J. Clark.
Six cribs and mattresses for Clark ward from Miss Eleanor J.
CIark,
Evergreens from Messrs. Hopkinson and Holden.
“　　　寝　Pu鮮erBros.
``　　　召　Downs and Wentworth.
“　　　=　F.H.Hosmer&Co.
“　　　=　SmithBros.
Nuts from Messrs. Cobb, AIdrich & Co.
Boston Beacon for one year.
Boston Transcript for one year.
Copies of Easter Number of the Youths Companion.
Toys from Miss Caroline E. Johnson.
Youths Companions from Mrs. H. S. Russell.
Carriage Rides from B. Y. C. U.
Adjustable Bedside Table from Dr. Annis.
Toys from Mr. Spencer Richardson.
Vases from Miss Helen L. Frasier.
Doll from Marion Eldridge.
Dolls’shoes, etC.) from Miss L. E. Synette.
Fan from Miss Grace O,Brien.
Fansfrom C. B.& Q. R. R.
Jelly from Mrs. Josephine Batchelder.
Fruit from Boston Fruit and FIower Mission.
Fruit from the Every Day Church.
Oranges from Mrs. John C. Ha.ynes.
Oranges from Mrs. A. C. Burrage.
6重
F章c○ Bcds.
DuRING the first six years of the Hospita]’any PerSOn’by
Paylng One thousand do]lars to the permanent fund, COuld
SeCure the life use of a free bed. Eight such free beds were
established. But it was found that the income of the sum
thus paid was only su範cient to sustain the bed a few weeks
in each year; and though the Trustees did not fear any es-
Sentia=oss to the Hospital from this source’yet they thought
it would be more satisfactory to al] to make the cost of the
bed nearly su鯖cient to meet the expense of it for the time
OCCuPied. Accordingly, in I877’it was so arranged that any
PerSOn Who pays one thousand dollars may have the life use
Of a free bed three months in every year; tWenty-five hun-
dred do11ars entitles the donor to the life use of the bed all
the time; and five thousand dollars establishes a permanent
free bed’Which may always be kept occupied by the donor,
and which the Hospital sha11 be bound to maintain after his
decease ; Or it may be given immediately to the Hospital for
its pemanent use’under such name as may be designated
and arranged・
An annual subscription of one hundred and珊y dollars
entitles the donor tothe use of a free bed for six months in
the year・ Temporary free beds may be secured, tO be used
at any time within one year’at the regular Hospital rates, tO
the full amount of the sum paid・ This plan enables any one
toown a free bed to the full amount which he may contribute
Or Obtain’by subscription or otherwisel for the Hospital.
By the tems of the grant of one hundred and twenty
thousand do11ars from the State’the Trustees agree to main-
tain at least twenty free beds in the Hospital.
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List of Permanent Free Beds, Jan.ら190l.
i盤・l蕊
Ib77l gro,∞O.OOl 2 Permanent free beds
Jan.,
Jan.,
Jan・,
Dec.,
Jan.,
J an.,
May,
Aug.,
Dec.,
轟,闘重器:轟::
蕊・蕊‡京紫黛・∴∴:
Mrs.轟詩誌。l。r -….……‥....
Estate of Mrs. V. G. Stone-.-…..
Estate of Mrs. Ella F. Roeh」..
Mrs. Rebecca B. Warren. ……‥..-
Mrs. E. S. Converse.………._ …....
Estate of Mrs. Ca.th. H. Wi]d..
器隷謙語言
Hospital First Free Bed ・・......--・・
M嵩葦鴇藍: ∴二二i量,
Jan.,
Sept.,
Nov..
April,
薫認諾議書‡畦.・ 2朝雨A詰二㌔。。
??????????????????????????
??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
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By-Laws of the Corporation.
ARTICLE I. The corporation shall be composed of the
PerSOnS named in the act incorporating certain persons by
the name of the “ Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospitaら,, of
SuCh persons as may be at any legal meeting of the corpo-
ration nominated and elected as members’and also of all
SuCh persons as shall have contributed the sum of卸oo, Or
upwards’at any One time.
ART. 2. There sha]1 be a meeting of the corporation on
the fourth Tuesday in January in each year, tO be called the
Annual Meeting’at Which the following o鯖cers shall be
elected) namely’a President’four Vice-Presidents, SuCh num-
ber of Trustees as the corporation shall detemine’nOt eX-
Ceeding thirty’a Secretary’and a Treasurer, tO SerVe One
year’‘and ti11 others shall be chosen and qua揃ed in their
Stead・ Any person elected to’and signifying his acceptance
Of, either of the o飴ces mentioned in this article’Shall be-
COme thereby a member of the corporation during the term
Of o綿ce・ Any vacancy occhrring in the Board of Trustees
may be創書ed by the Board.
In addition to the number of Trustees above referred to,
five members are to be appointed by the Govemor with the
advice and consent of the Council, under the provision of
Chapter 358 of the Statutes of I89O; and the persons so
appointed shall bel members of the corporation for their
terms of o飴ce.
ART. 3. Notice of the Annual Meeting shall be given by
the Secretary’in one or more newspapers printed in Boston,
at least fourteen days’and by mail five days, PreVious to the
day of meeting; but said meeting may be continued from
time to time, until the business thereof shall be accomplished’
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the Secretary giving at least one day’s notice of the time
and place of said adjoumment, in a newspaper printed in
Boston.
ART. 4. The President) Vice-President’Secretary’and
Treasurer shall be, e㌃締め, members of the Board of Trus-
ART. 5. The President shall preside at all meetings of
the corporation and of the Board of Trustees, if present, and
Shall have power to order special meetings of the corporation
Or Board of Trustees whenever言n his opinion’it may be
expedient, the Secretary giving at least seven days’notice of
SuCh special meetings of the corporation in one or more of
the newspapers printed in Boston) and at least two days’
notice of such special meetings of the Board of Trustees to
be sent by mail to each of the members.
In the absence or incapacity of the PresidentJ Or VaCanCy
Of the o鯖ce, the Senior Vice-President shall perform the
duties which devoIve upon the President.
ART. 6. The Trustees sha11 constitute a Board for the
immediate management of all the property and concerns of
the Institution. They shall make such by-1aws’rules, and
regulations to govern their action as they may deem expe-
dient’nOt inconsistent with the Charter and By-Laws of the
COrPOration. They shall meet at such times and places as
they shall by vote detemine’Or aS the President may direct ;
and all questions which come before the Board shall be de-
termined by a majority of the Trustees present a.nd voting
thereon. Five members of the Board shall constitute a
quorum for the transa,Ction of business. They shall have
POWer tO take any measures which they shall deem expedient
for encouraglng Subscriptions, donations, and bequests to the
COrPOration ; tO Petition the Legislature for any additional
grants or privileges, and for such amendments and altera-
tions of the several acts relative to the corporation as they
may think advisable ; tO take charge of and watch over the
genera=nterests and concerns of the Institution ; tO enter
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into and bind the corporation by such compacts and engage-
ments as they may deem advantageous ; tO aPPOint annually,
Or Otherwise’all proper and necessary physicians’SurgeOnS,
O鯖cers’aSSistants’and servants’for the superintendence and
management of the respective departments, With such salaries
and allowances as they may from time to time fix and deter-
mine ; tO make such rules and regulations for the government
Of said physicians) SurgeOnS’O鯖cers) attendants, and ser-
VantS’and for the admission of patients’and the well ordering
and conducting of the respective departments of the Institu-
tion, as tO them may seem proper and expedient ;〆,Z,ああ々
however’that the said By-Laws’rules, and regulations sha】1
at all times be subject to be altered or amended by the cor-
POration. at their Amual Meeting’Or at any legal meeting
SPeCially called for that purpose. And夕的,ided〆m楊er that
all Standing Orders made by any Board of Trustees sha11 be
in force until altered’amended, Or rePealed by the said Board,
by some future Board of Trustees, Or by the corporation.
They shall cause a fair record of all their doings to be
‾kept’Which sha11 be laid before the corporation at every
meeting thereof; and at every Annual Meeting they shall
make awritten report on the Treasurer’s accounts and on the
general state of the Institution, COmPrlSmg an aCCOunt Of the
receipts and expenditures of the corporation, a Statement Of
the number of patients admitted and discharged during the
.year in each department’and all such other matters as may
be of importance and interest to the corporation ; and for
this purpose they shall’at SOme PreVious meeting’apPOint a
しcommittee of the Board.
ART. 7. The Secretary shall notify and attend all meet-
」mgS Of the corporation and of the Board of Trustees, and
Shall keep a distinct record of the doings of each.
ART. 8. The Treasurer shall give bonds, With sureties,
to the satisfaction of the Board of Trustees, COnditioned for
the faithful discharge of his duties. He sha11 receive and
心ave the custody of a11 moneys, bonds, nOteS, deeds, and
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Other securities belonging to the corporation, Which he shall
keep and manageJ under the direction and controI of the
Board of Trustees, Or Of their Committee of Finance. He
Shall pay no money but by order of the Board of Trustees,
Or Of their committees duly authorized by the Board to dra,W
On him therefor. He shall render an account of the state of
his books and of the funds and property in his custody when
Called for by the Trustees or corporation, and he shall make
up the accounts to the last day of December in each year;
Which accounts’PrOPerly audited, Shall be laid before the
COrPOration at their Annual Meeting. He shall upon a vote
Of the Board of Trustees’Certified to by the Secretary’Or by
Written instructions signed by a majority of the Finance
Committee’invest moneys or property belonging to the Hos二
Pital, Sell or exchange any investments, aSSign) fore。ose or
glVe Partia] release of mortgages or discharge the same be-
fore maturity.
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Standing Orders o王the T調stees.
ARTICLE I,
There sha.11 be quarterly meetings of th’e Trustees at the
Hospital on the third Tuesday of January, April, July, and
October, at 3 P. M., and at these meetings a11 reports and
accounts shall be la.id before the Board. The Annual Meet-
ing of the Trustees shall be held on the first Tuesday of
February) at the Hospital’at 3 P. M.
ARTICLE II.
The Trustees shall, at their Annual Meeting, aPPOint the
following standing committees’tO SerVe for one year and
until their successors are appointed ;-
I. A Finance Committee,tO COnSist of three members, tO
advise with the Treasurer, and to audit his accounts, for
Which purpose the Committee shall have power to empIoy
experts. The Treasurer is authorized to invest money or
PrOPerty belonging to the HospitalJ and to sell or exchange
any investment’Only in accordance with a vote of the Board
Of Trustees, Cer舶ed to by the Secretary, Or by written in-
StruCtion signed by a majority of the Finance Committee.
2. A Committee of Ways and Means, tO COnSist of seven
members, Whose duty it shall be to obtain funds for carrying
On the Hospital, tO SOlicit subscriptions, and to report to the
Treas11rer.
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ARTICLE III.
I. Unless otherwise ordered by the Trustees’the Presi-
dent of the Hospita,1 shall’at the Annual Meeting of the
Trustees, nOminate, Subject to the approval of the Board,
eleven Trustees to serve upon cthe following Advisory Com-
mittees for one year’Or until their successors are appointed・
to wi亡:-
ISt. A Hospital Committee, tO COnSist of five members’
and to exercise its functions in all departments of the Insti-
tution, eXCePt SuCh as the Trustees may place in the jurisdic-
tion of another Committee.
2d. A Committee on the Matemity’tO COnSist of three
members.
ノ　3d. A Committee on the Out-Patient Department’tO COn-
sist of three members.
These Committees shall advise with the Director in rela-
tioll tO all matters relating to their several departments ; and
a11 bi11s for supplies’fumiture) and ordinary repairs, With all
pay-rO11s) Shall be approved, before payment’by the Advisory
Committee of the Department for which the bills are in-
curred, Or by the chairman or other member of said Com-
mittee’When duly authorized by said Committee. Vacancies
upon any Advisory Committee shall be鮒ed by the Presi-
dent of the Hospital, Subject to the approval of the Trus-
tees. Ea.ch Advisory Committee sha11 meet monthly at such
times as it may determine’Or When callede together by the
Director. The several Advisory Committees shall report to
the Trustees upon all important matters relating to their
several Departments’With any suggestions which they may
deem advisable ; and shall bring to the attention of the Trus-
tees any matters upon which, in their judgment’the Trustees
should be informed.
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ARTICLE IV.
The Chairmen of the several Advisory Committees shall
be a committee to audit the accounts of the Director, and to
advise with him as to the method and system of keeping the
accounts that he is required to keep ; and all drafts made by
the Director upon the Treasurer shall be approved, before
payment’by the Auditing Committee’Or by some member
thereof duly authorized by said Committee.
The Auditing Commiteee sha.11 have power to empIoy ex-
pert assistance in exammlng aCCOuntS・ It sha11 meet monthly
at such times as it may determine) Or When ca11ed together by
the Director.
、
ARTICLE V.
I. At the Annual Meeting of the Trustees a Director
sha11 be appointed to hold o鯖ce for one year’aud until his
successor is appointed, at SuCh salary as may be fixed by
the Trustees.
2. The Director shall give his professional services wholly
to the Hospitalタand shall ha.ve the charge and contro] of it’
including the immediate superintendence of the medica.1 and
surgical departments, eXCePt aS tO the trea.tment of, Patients.
A11 the resident o範cers and empIoyees of the Hospital shall
be under his orders. He shall appoint and may discharge a.
superintendent of nurses’an engineer, a housekeeper’and
other empIoyees. He shall define their duties, and, Subject
to the approval of the Advisory Committeel fix the salaries
and wages of all persons empIoyed by him. He shall pur-
chase’Or direct the purchaseJ Of fumiture’PrOVisions) medi-
cinesI Surgical instrumentsJ and other supplies and materials.
He shall have charge of the medical and surgical supplies
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and instruments required in the Hospital. He shall have
POWer, With the approval of the appropriate Advisory Com-
mittee, tO make any ordinary repairs, tO an amOunt. nOt eX-
Ceeding one hundred ind fifty do11ars.
3. He shall collect all dues from patients, and sha11 remit
saiddues to theTreasurer as often as once a month. He
Shall keep an account of his receipts and expenditures,
Which, With vouchers, Shall be presented for approval to the
Auditing Committee monthly, Or Oftener if required. At
each quarterly meeting of the Trustees he shall present a
Statement Of all money received or disbursed by him in be-
half of the Hospital for the previous quarter, tOgether with
a certificate that the same has been examined and audited
by the Auditing Committee. With the approval of the
Auditing Committee he shall draw upon the Treasurer for
any funds that he may requ-re.
4. He shall admit patients to the Hospital and assign
them to their several wards. He shall, With the approval of
the Advisory Committee, decide the rate to be charged for
board, Or, if any free beds be unoccupied, he may grant ad-
mission to them. He shall keep, Or CauSe tO be kept, a
record of the name, SeX, age, birthplace, reSidence, and dis-
ease of every applicant, and, if admitted, Of the date and
terms of admission, and the dates of all discharges, and also
the date of decease, in all cases ; and this record, in a tabular
form, Shall be open to the inspection of any of the Trustees
and of the members of the Medical Board.
5. He sha11 report to the attending physician or surgeon
the names of all patients whose time has expired; and at
each quarterly meeting of the Trustees he shal=ay before
them a list of all patients who have been in the house over
three months. He sha11 discharge patients, With the ap-
PrOVal of the attending physician or surgeon.
6. He shall, in the absence of the visiting members of
the Medical Board, decide upon the case of any admitted
Patient suspected of being a甜cted with any contagious dis-
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ease’and at once remove such patient from any ward’and’
in his discretion, from the Hospital. Whenever, in his judg-
ment’Patients misbehave’Or Violate any rules’he may re-
move or discharge them, rePOrting such cases without de]ay
to the Advisory Committee.
7. He shall report in writing to the Trustees, at eaCh of
their stated quarterly meetings, the condition of the Hospital
in its several departments during the preceding quarter.
This report shall exhibit the number of applicants for admis-
Sion’the sex and birthplace of the applicants, the number
refused, the number of paying and of free patients admitted,
the number discharged and their condition, the number de-
CeaSed, and the number of free and paying patients respect-
ively remaining in the Hospital・ The report made by the
Director to the Trustees at the quarterly meeting in January
Shall be for the previous year.
8. He shall make any rules and regulations that he may
think fit for the govemment of the empIoyees and patients,
and for the management of the Hospital, nOt inconsistent
With the By-Laws of the corporation or the Orders of the
Trustees.
9. He shall, uPOn the death of any patient’immediately
apprise his friends, Shall sigh a certifica,te Of death, and shall
fumish the city registrar with a copy of the same. He
Sha11 also state the time and cause of death’and the disposi-
tion made of the body, Whether delivered to friends or buried
from the Hospital, and in the last case shall mention the
Place of interment. He shall see that no autopsy is made
but with the consent of the family or friends of the deceased.
ARTICLE VI.
I. The Trustees shall) at their Annual Meeting’aPPOint
a Medical Board’tO COnSist of such physicians and surgeons
as the Trustees shall determine. The members shall hold
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Office for the term of one year and until their successors are
appointed.
2. The physicians and surgeons composing the MedicaI
Board shall have full power and controI over the medical and
Surgical treatment of a11 the patients in the Hospital. They
Shall make such rules and regulations as they may deem best’
not inconsistent with the By-Laws of the Hospital or the
Rules and Orders of the Trustees. They shall fumish the
Secretary of the Hospital with a copy of the Rules and Reg-
ulations made by them’and of any changes therein. They
Shall make an annual report to the Trustees at the quarterly
meeting in January.
ARTICLE VII.
DIRECTOR)s ASSISTANT.
I. The Trustees may’at their discretion’aPPOint a physi-
Cian as Assista,nt tO the Director’tO be nominated by him
for the approval of the Trustees. S‘uch Assistant shal=ive
at the Hospital’and shall exercise such authority and per-
form such duties as may be prescribed bythe Director. The
Salary of the Assistant shall be fixed by the Trustees.
ARTICLE VIII.
I・ The Intemes shall be appointed by the Trustees upon
the nomination of the Medical Board・ They shall reside at
the Hospital声nd shall not absent themselves for more than
two hours a,t any time without the consent of the Director;
and on noaccount shall all be absent from the Hospital at
the same time’unless jt be in attendance upon medica=ec-
tures in the adjoining co11ege at such time as theirservices
may not be required in the Hospital.
2. They shall accompany the attending physician or sur-
geon respectively in their daily visits, make a careful record
Of the cases’the treatment’and the prescribed diet? PrePare
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the叩edicine as directed声nd deliver the same, tOgether with
the necessary orders’tO the nurses’directly after the mom-
ing visit.
3. They shall have charge’under the direction of the
Director, Of the medical and surgical apparatus, and the
library of the Hospital.
4. They sha11 a.ttend to patients on their admission’and
Shall, under the direction of the Director, make arrangements
for their comfort before they are seen by their regu]ar medi-
cal attendant ; and, beside the morning visit with the attend-
ing physician or surgeon’they shall make a daily evening
visit to each patient between the hours of 7 and 8 p・ M., and
at such other times as theymay be requested to do so by the
Director or nurse. They shall, When directed by the Director’
See all persons who apply for admission’eitherfor themselves
or their friends, and shall see or visit the patient before ad-
mission to the Hospital.
5. The duties of the Internes shall be a§ nearly equa11y
divided as may be expedient or practicable in the opinion of
the Director.
ARTICLE IX.
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE ADMISSION
I. Hospital ward rates are from　$7 tO gr8 per week,
according to the size and location of the wards. Rates for
Private rooms are即4 and upwards per week声CCOrding to
the size and location of the rooms. Any room occupied by
more than one patient is a ward・
2. All patients on free beds or admitted as free patients)
all who pay reduced hospital rates’and all who pay not ex-
Ceeding掛y a. week are “house patients.’’ All who pay more
than $7 a week but less than卸4 aWeek are also 〃house
Patients’,, unless they are the private patients of a member
of the Medical Board. House patients sha11 have gratuitous
medical’Surgica】, Or Obstetrical treatment from the member
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Of the Medical Board on duty. Applicants for free care and
treatment, Or for care and treatment at reduced rates, muSt
Sa,tisfy the Director that they are unable to pay Hospital
rates.
3. Patients who apply-to the Hospital for care and treat-
mentat full rates of緋4 a Week and upwards shall beentitled,
if admitted, tO be at no expense for board and for the services
Of a floor nurse for their reasonable needs. Such patients
Shall’before entrance’arrange With the physician’SurgeOn,
Or Obstetrician on duty, foγ Payment Of reasonable profes-
Sional fees’and this arrangement sha11 be in writing, Signed
by the patient and the physician, SurgeOn, Or Obstetrician on
duty) and shall be創ed by the Director; but the Director
may, in his discretion’admit a. patient into any ward or room
Without such arrangement, When he is satisfied that such
Patient is unable to pay a professional fee, and, in such case,
the patient shall be treated as a = house patient・,,
4. The private patient of any member of the Medical
Board’entering the Hospital as such, and paying full rates
above勘y a week, Shall have- the professional attendance of
the member whose private patient he is, and such member
Shall make arrangement with the patient for such recompense
for his professional services as may be mutua11y agreed upon,
to be paid after the patient has paid the Hospital its regular
full rate for board, nurSmg, and extras.
Any member of the Massachusetts Homceopathic Medical
Society may, With the sanction of the Medical Board, Or the
COnSent Of the attending physician, SurgeOn’Or Obstetrician
and the Director, attend his private patient in the Hospital
under the provision of this rule ; PrOVided that such patient
pays to高e Hospital the fu]l rate perweek of机4 Or uPWards,
according to accommodations.
5. No operation shall be undertaken in the Hospital by
Other than a member of the Surgical Staff’Or by one of the
SPeCialists or obstetrician of the Medical Board, in his spe-
Cialty’eXCePt With the sanction of the Medical Board, Or the
COnSent Of the surgeon on duty and the Director.
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6. Extra charges will be made, eXCePt for patients on free
beds, aS follows :鵜　’
重・ Persona=aundry, at SeVenty・five cents per dozen. No
responsibility will be assumed for any cIothing not plainly
marked.
2. High-Price吐game, fruit or drugs, malt or alcoholic
liquors, and the various proprietary foods, emulsions, etC・,
When used by the bottle; also special apparatus made to
order.
3・ Special nursing. If the exclusive service of one nurse
is required, either by order of the attending physican or sur-
geon, Or tO Sa.tisfy the demand of the patient or relatives, it
Will be charged extra, at the rate of g5 for each 24 hours,
a11owing six hours for rest. The services of a special day or
night nurse shall be charged at the rate of卦o for each day
Or night of I2 hours; PrOVided that the Director may make
SPeCial rates in specia,1 cases.
4. Massage.
5. Ambulance.
6. Surgical supplies. This charge wi11 be a fee of卦e to
a11 those who undergo surgical treatment and who pay less
than緋2 Per Week, and is meant to cover cost of materials
in the amphitheatre and of after dressings.
Patients will be examined at the Hospital in order to deter-
mine the advisability of admission・ The examination will be
made gratuitously by the examining physician or surgeon
during the regular hours of attendance, Which are usua11y
between II A.M. and I2 M.
All out-Patients operated upon in the Hospital wi11 be
℃harged a fee of #2 for care and attention ; When occupying
a room a fee of $4.
Accounts are rendered each Friday’and are either pre-
Sented to the patients, Or Sent by mail to friends as desired.
These acco心nts are for the week in advance, a,nd payment is
SO requeSted. A pro-rata amOunt Will be refunded to the
Patient if leaving before the expiration of the date of the bill
as paid.
General visiting days are Tuesdays, Thursda,yS, and Satur-
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days, from 3 tO 4P. M. Nopatient will seemore than two
Visitors during any vis王ting hour. While more latitude can
be a11owed those in private rooms, it is done as a favor, and
must be kept within proper limit. Physicians wi11 therefore
avoid te11ing their patients) 〃 You may see visitors whenever
you want to’,, as it is entirely within the control of the
Director.
Patients are not allowed to see any one on the day of an
OPeration’nOr afterwardsJ until pemission has been glVen
by the attending surgeon.
No visiting on Sundays, in order that the day may be one
Of rest and quiet for the patients and attendants. This ru]e
CannOt be set aside except upon most urgent conditions.
Relatives will not be received into the Hospital with the
Patients, nOr Will they be allowed to remain with them during
the night, eXCepf by the express directions of the attending
Physician or surgeon, With the consent of the Director.
A change in underwear’SeVeral night robes’a Warm, loose
WraPPer’and soft slippers’for use in first sitting up’are all
the special cIothing required・ So far as possible, the bring-
ing of ]arge pieces of baggage is to be avoided.
Fruit’flowers, and delicacies are usua!ly allowed to patientsタ
but must not be given without consulting the nurse in charge>
and should be sent in small quantities to avoid waste. Con-
fections of all kinds, highly seasoned articles of food, and
Cake’are Strictly prohibited, and must not be brought to the
Hospital.
After the necessity for admission to the Hospital has been
determined, the financial arrangements must be made with
the Director, Who wi11 not be responsible otherwise for any
misunderstanding of the rates.
Free patients from places without. this State will not be
admitted if there is a waiting list of those belonging to this
State.
All money and valuables belonging to patients must be
deposited in the safe at the-Hospita]’and a receipt will be
given therefor. Every reasonable precaution wi11 be taken
to guard them safely.
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ARTICLE X.
I. Patients’On admission’Shall give security satisfactory
to the Director for the payment of expenses in the Hospital・
2. In cases of accident or emergencyJ Patients sha]l be
admitted without delay’and provided for as we]l as circum-
StanCeS Will permit.
3. Persons su任ering from contagious disease’SyPhilis’
’delirium tremens’OPium habit, Or insanity, Sha11 not be ad-
mitted.
4'　No patient shall be allowed to remain longer than three
months’eXCePt by the consent of the Director.
5. Whenever a patient is removed or discharged from the
Hospital without the consent of the attending physican or
SurgeOn’the Director shall cause a statement of the circum_
StanCeS Of such removal or discharge to be entered on the
record of the Hospital.
6. Patients must be in their proper p]aces in the wards
during the daiIy medical and surgical visits between II and
I2 A. M , and always by 8 p. M.’unless specia.11y exempted by
・the Director.
7. Patients shall not visit other wards without the consent
.of the Director.
8. Those free patients who are able are expected to assist
-in nursing and in other such services as may reasonab]y be
required of them.
. 9. No patient shall purchase’Or CauSe any member of the
household to purchase for him’any article of food or any
’Other article without the consent of the Director.
重O"　Profane or obscene ]anguage, nOISy Or loud talking
pand incivility are prohibited.
II. The use of tobacco’Wine, and intoxicating liquors is
臆PrOhibited, un】ess prescribed by the attending physician or
・SurgeOn.
重2. Patients may be visited by dergymen of their own
Selection’and the wish for the performance of any particular
religfous rite shall be indulged when practicable,
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I3. The rules of the Hospital must be implicitly obeyed
by the patients. Should any patient wilfully or persistently
disregard these rules, the friends will be notified to take him
away’Or’failing to do so’he will be discharged.
I4. Complaints may be made to the Director’and’When
reasonable’Shall be obviated or reported by him to the
Trustees.
XI.
The Standing Orders are subject to alteration, amendment,
Or rePeal at the pleasure of the Trust.ees ; but they shall not
be altered, amended’Or rePealed at a meeting at which less
than fifteen members are present, unless notice has been
given in the call for the meeting that changes in the Stand-
ing Orders wiIl be proposed.
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ANNUAL REPORT
LADIES’ AID ASSOCIATION
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 3重, I90暮.
Report of the Secretary.
THE Board of Directors of the Ladies’ Aid Association
have been prevented by circumstances that have been com-
mon to all city institutionsJ from meeting at the Hospital
for the past two months ; these adverse conditions have been
met promptly and energetica11yJ and the ladies expect soon
to resume their pleasant gatherings in the Trustees’room,
Where so many pIans for assistance to the Hospital have
been arranged.
The work of the various sub・COmmittees has been of
unusual interest during the year now cIosing) details of
Which will be found submitted in the reports of those
COmmittees. In March, I9OI, g25.OO was donated to the
〃 Hahnemann Association Festival Committee,” to assist at
a fair to be held for the benefit of that Associa.tion. An_
nual subscriptions were pledged by members of this associ-
ation to the Essex County Association of Ladies) tO PrO-
mote the interests of the new Essex County Homceopathic
Hospital; also donations were sent to the sale held at
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Salem for the same cause. The work of the Medical SchooI
Committee of this Association has had the hearty com-
menda.tion of the doctors connected with the school, eSPe-
cially in the assistance given to the Medical Library Com-
mittee. The Committee having in charge the interest of
the nurses and children has done good work as usual. AIso
the Committee for the Sunny Bank Convalescent Home.
The reports of these committees seem entirely inadequate
to express the gratitude manifested by the recipients of the
favors bestowed. In October this Board received a letter
from their beloved Treasurer, Mrs. Edward Whitney, Stating
that she wished to be released from the duties of the posi-
tion she had so Iong occupied ; great regret WaS eXPreSSed’
and the following resolution was passed by a rising vote :
“ That the Directors of the Ladies’Aid Association wish
to acknowledge their grea.t obligation to Mrs・ Whitney for
her long and faithful service in the interests of the Associa-
tion ; also to acknowledge their appreciation of a11 her kind
and helpful ways in the work of the committees; also to
express their pleasure at her wi11ingness to continue as a
member of the Board of Directors.’’
Mrs. Frank King Nash was unanimously elected Treas-
urer to succeed Mrs. Whitney.
Owing to the quarantine at the Hospital’the usual plans
for Christmas were not carried out by the Board・
The sub-COmmittees having money appropriated by the
Board of Directors are : Committee for the Medical School,
Committee for the Sunny Bank Convalescent Home’Com-
mittee for the Nurses and Children at the Hospital, also to
assist the Maternity Ward・ Reports of these committees
are submitted.
J. B. RICHARDS,
Sl′reめタブ.
WATERTOWN, Jan. I, I9O2・
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Report o書the Trea,St,rer.
LADIES’AID AssocIATION, OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HoM①OPATHIC Hos-
pITAL,わクOCCOuタZt Z[′ith ANNA S. FosTER, 77宅a∫uγe7‘’〆o km・
To AmountpaidCommittee ‥ ・ ・
Amount paid Ha,hnemann Society
Printing and Postals ‥　‥　‥
ByBalanceJa.nuary’I9O重. ‥ ・ ・
Subscriptions and Donations ‥
工nterestfromBank . . . . . .
DR.　　　CR.
あ6〇°.〇°
25・○○
重3・重5
$4I2・34
46o.〇°
I〇・9°
筋638・重3
BalanceJa,nuary,I9O2 . . . . … ・ .　　245.O9
$883.24　絆83・24
ANNA S, FosTER, 7わa∫uγer, 4γOおm・
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Annt’al Report of the Medica重Committee of the LadieJ Aid
As勧od ation.
IT is with pleasure and a little pardonable) We hope) Pride)
that the Medical Committee presents this year,s report.
We have spent a11 the money trusted to us wisely’We
think, and in addition raised quite a goodly sum by our own
exertions.
If the graduates of the Boston University SchooI of Medi-
Cine wou]d but remember how many and urgent needs ex-
isted among the poor students of their daysl and if we were
but able to make the Homceopaths of Boston and Massa-
Chusetts realize as we do’how many brave’CaPable young
men and women could be developed into fine, SuCCeSSful
Physicians by just the modest loans necessary to help them
through their college careers, - We feel cerfain we should
receive the contributions we so eamestly desire to enable us
to carry on this 〃best of all good works’helping young peo-
Ple to help themselves.”
Surely we all agree there is no nobler profession than the
doctor’s’and to = ]end a hand,, towards the making a good
Physician is to have helped create a power to alleviate at least
a portion of human suffering’aS Well as′ to prepare a strong
man or noble woman to worthily糾a place amongtheivorld,s
best workers.
Once more we appeal with an everdeepening eamestness
as our knowledge of the needs we long to reach grows’tO
the Alumni of the Boston University SchooI of Medicine,
and to the Homasopaths in New England for funds, -COn-
tributions’large or small. We will endeavor to use every
do11ar sent us to aid some student well worth the aiding in
his or her hour of great need.
We have received g2OO.OO (two hundred dollars) from the
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Ladies’Aid Association, Which we have loaned in sma11
amounts to five students of whose character and ability we
have taken careful measures to assure ourselves. We would
gladly have assisted others quite as deserving and needy
had we had adequate means’and it is a constant and pro-
found regret to us all that we can reach so few of the ma,ny
We know richly meriting aid in their hard struggles.
Last winter an urgent petition was presented to the
Ladies’Aid Association in behalf ofT the Medical Library of
the University, Which was in pressing need of new books and
Of funds to continue the arranging and cataloguing already
excellently begun by Dr. A. T. Lovering・
In response the ladies of this Committee detemined to
raise’if possible two hundred dollars for the purpose. Dr.
Baker Flint most kindly o任ered us her spacious home for an
Aftemoon Tea with music. Dr. and Mrs・ George B. Rice’
and Miss Marion Wiggin furnished the beautiful singing to
the fine accompaniments of Mrs. Harry Porter) the various
members of the Committee donated flowers, table decorations
and sandwiches. A charming bevy of young ladies served
Smiles and edibles to the satisfaction of our many guests -
a happy combination which made the “Ladies’Aid Tea ” of
March 7・ an unqua捕ed delight socially’and so successful
PeCuniarily that’after paying all expenses we were able to
hand斧oo6.oo (three hundred and six dollars) to the Library
Committee’a gift which certainly afforded as much pleasure
to the donors as it did timely and valuable a.ssistance to the
recipients.
We cannot better close this report of our year,s work
than by expressing our heartiest gratitude to all those who so
generously aided us to raise such a satisfactory sum ; and
by making yet another urgent appeal to those from whom
We have a right to expect assistance in agood cause which
Should be as near and dear to their hearts as it is to ours.
Respectfully submitted’`
ANNA E. S. EMERSON,
・録で移めて男〆卿わm.
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BalanceonhandJan.I,I9OI　…　…　…　…　…　‥　絆4.OO
ReceivedfromLadies,Aid Association. . . . . . . . . . . . .　2OO.OO
“　　``　Medical``Tea,,,. . . . . …　…　… . . .　35O.OO
$634.°o
. . $265.○○
. .　38.3°
・ ・　306・〇〇
・ ・　　24・5o
濁634.○○
Respectfu11y submitted,
ANNA E. S. EMERSON,
Tわa∫ureγ, prクtem,
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Stmny Ban量Home for Convalescents.
IT is now three years since the Ladies’Aid Association
appointed a committee as an adjunct to the Homceopathic
Hospital.
Its dutyis to so co-OPerate With the Hospital in sending
convalescing patients to Sunny Bank Home’that the work
of each may be simplified.
The existence of this Committee has proven to the Asso-
ciation the wisdom of the plan’aS the work has benefitted
alike the Hospital and the Homel beside having been the
means in many cases of establishing friendly and helpful re-
relations which have not been limited to the stay of patients
within the Home.
Anything like a report of such work, SeemS Very inade-
quate) but if each individual patient could give her personal
experience, it would be far otherwise, for it has (as its name
indica.tes) proved a veritable Sunny Home to a11 who ha,Ve
been ad甲ittedl and helped by its quiet restful influence.
We hope tha.t in the not distant future’With larger means
and extended fa.cilities’many mOre may be benefitted than
can at present be accommodated in Sunny Bank Home.
Respectfully submittedl
MARY E. NoYES,
αa imaブタ.
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TREASURER’S REPORT.
SUNNY BANK HOME COMMIでTEE.
FRANK KING NASHわ。C“ulZt秒鵜LADIES’AID AssocIATION.
BalanceJan・I9O重.‥ ‥　‥ ‥ ‥ ‥ . ‥. ‥.卸OO.OO
ReceivedfromTreasurer…　… …　… ….　重∞.OO
$2〇°.○○
Boardpa.idforI7Patients5OWeeks… … … ‥　I88.oo
Bala,nCeDec.,I9OI …　…　… …　…　…　　置Z.OO
渉2OO.OO
FRANK KING NASH,
7わa∫urer.
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Report of Committee on NtIrSeS and Children.
DuRING the past year the Committee for Nurses and Chil-
dren, Who were appointed to Iook after their welfare, inter-
ests’and recreations’have this report to submit.
They have visited the Hospital, including the Matemity
Department’and have endeavored to assist all needy and
WOrthy ca.ses commg under their notice.
Among them, tWO yOung mOthers who needed the assist-
ance were sent in carrlageS tO their homes out of town.
On February I4 eaCh child in the Hospital had the pleas-
ure of recelVmg a Valentine from an unknown friendタWhich
added its mite of happiness to the little ones.
In March a musical entertainmentl With dancing and re-
freshments afterwards’WaS given for the nurses in the par-
1ors of Vose Hall. It was enthusiastically enjoyed and
appreciated by all the nurses and their friends, eaCh nurse
inviting one guest. The Committee extended their thanks
and appreciation to all thosel tWO PrOfessionals among the
number’who so generously gave their services for the even-
ing’s entertainment.
The summer outings’Which the Committee feel are of
great benefit to the nurses, began in June.
On the first outing the nurses went to Milton ; from there
Were driven all throngh the Reservation’having a pICnlC
SuPPer On the shores of one of the ponds, Where boating was
also enjoyed.
In July a. larger number had a delightful sail to Nantasket,
a drive over the Jerusalem Road, a Sea bath, and supper,
With a moonlight sail home.
During August the Nantasket trip was repeated for those
Who had not already been.
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When the nurses returned from these excursions their
expressions of pleasure and gratitude to the Ladies’Aid
Association assure the Committee not only of the benefit
these recreations are to the nursesl but of the good results
they must necessarily bring in strengthening their interests
in their Hospital work.
The Committee greatly regret their inabilityJ On aCCOunt
of quarantine restrictions) during the latter part of the fall
and holiday season to give the nurses their usual entertain-
ments, the children their Christmas pleasure, and the pa-
tients the music which has formerly been enjoyed in the
different wards on Christmas day.
At New Year,s two theatre parties were given for the
nurses) and a sleigh ride in the a.ftemoon for those on night
duty) Which also included the head nurses of the different
wards.
Severa,l babies’outfits have been given to the Matemity
Department’also bed-rOOm Shoes for the patients’and to
one of the nurses who has been seriously illl a WraPPer With
a pair of worsted shoes has just been sent.
In summing up the year,s work the Committee have en-
deavored to eamestly work for the best interests of the
children’ the nurses’a.nd the Hospital) and during the
coming year we hope to do even more for their welfare and
COmfort, and to gain still better results.
Respectfully submitted)
GRACE A. O’BRIEN.
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TREASU RER’S】_REPORT.
FOR COMMITTEE雷ON∴NURSES AND CHILDREN.
MISS GRACE A. O’BRIEN, ;タグaCCOuタグt ct′荻LADIES’AID AssocIATION.
BalanceonhandJan.,I9OI . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ReceivedFeb.,裏9OI . . . . .. . . . . . . ‥ ・ ・ ・
ReceivedJan.,I9O2　… …: ‥ ・ ・・ ‥ ・‥
E砕en∫e A`tOu′み
重9o重・
Jan.　Carriage for patient from Maternity Dept　‥ ・
Feb.I4. Valentines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ma,r.　Carria.ge for patient from Maternity Dept . ‥
EntertainmentforNurses . . . . . . . . . .
June OutingforNurses　…　…　…　… ・
July OutingforNurses・ .. . ‥ ・ ‥ ・ ‥　‥
Aug・　OutingforNurses・ . … ・ 〇 ・ ・ ・ ・ ・ ‥
I902・
Jan.　Tickets to the Theatre:for Nurses　… ‥ '
Sleigh-rideforNurses. . . . ‥ ・ ・ ・ ‥ ・
WrapperforInvalidNurse　‥ ・ ・ ‥ ・ ・
ShoesforInvalidNurse . . . . . . . . . .
Blanketforbaby . . . . . . . . . ‥　‥
Five pairs of shoes for patients at Matemity.
$重23・7o
BalanceonhandJan.3I,I9O2…　… … ・　87.58
$2I重.28　$2I重.28
GRACE A. 0’BR重EⅣ, Tわa∫αrどγ.
? ㍍ ? ? ? ? 。 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ???????????????????
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By-Laws o書the Ladies, Aid Assocまa,tion.
ARTICLE I. MEMBERSHIP. Thecorporation sha11 consist
Of the subscribers to the Agreement of Association, and of
SuCh women as may be nominated and elected members at
any legal meeting of the corpofation called for that purpose.
ART. 2. The o飴cers shall consist of a President, three
Vice-Presidents’Clerk’Treasurer’and twelve Directors, Who
Sha11 hold o綿ce for one year’aind until their successors are
elected and accept o鯖ce.
ART. 3. All the o鯖cers shall perform the duties usually
Pertaining to those offices"　Each Director sha11 select such
PerSOn Or PerSOnS’Who’With herself, Shall be a Board of
HospitalVisitors for the month to which she is assigned・ It
Shall be the duty of the Board of Visitors to provide as far
as possible for the needs of the patients. The number of
Visits per week may be left to the discretion of the monthly
Visitor’PrOVided the visits be not less than two per week.
ART. 4. The annual meeting of the corporation, forthe
election of of艶ers and the transaction. of other business,
Shall be held on the last Wednesday of January, immediate]y
after the monthly meeting. Monthly meetings of the Board
Of O鯖cers shall be held on the last Wednesday of each
month. At each regular meeting a report shall be made by
the Board of Visitors for that month. Special meetings of
the coxporation and of the Boa,rd of O億cers shall be he賞d
On the call of the Clerk when directed by the President or
Vice-Presidents’Or three members of the corporation, Writ-
ten notice thereof having been de]ivered or mailed, POSt-
Paid, tO eaCh member, at least seven days before the time of
SuCh meeting.
ART. 5. The Board of Directors shall have full and en_
tire management of the a珊rs of the corporationJ eXCePt SO
far as may be inconsistent with the foregoing provisions or
the laws of the Commonwealth. It sha11 have power to sell
Or dispose of the corporate property, tO餌vacancies in any
O鯖ce of the corporation’tO delegate any part of its powers
to any committee of the Board’and to revoke the authority
Of said committee at its pleasure. Five members shall con_
Stitute a quorum’but a less number may adjoum from time
to tihe.
ART. 6. The seal of the corporation shall be in circular
form’With the words’“ Ladies, Aid Association of the Mas_
SaChusetts Homceopathic Hospital,,, and the words = Incor_
POrated in I889” in the centre.
ART. 7. Seven members shall constitutea quorum of the
COrPOration at any meeting for the transaction of business.
ART. 8. These By-Laws may be amended by a two-thirds
VOte Of all the members of the corporation present at any
annual meeting, Or at any special meeting of the members,
When a notice of the proposed amendment has been glVen
in writing to each member at the previous annual meeting,
Or a nOtice containing the proposed amendment has been
Sent by mail’POStPaid, tO eaCh member’at le義t seven days
before said meeting.
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O鮎○○でs書o筆書902.
P章錯ident.
MRS. S. T. HoopER.
Vic○○P重csidents.
MISS M. J. RoGERS..
Dire轟or醜
MISS MARY E. BROWN.　　　　　　MRS. E. A. FARNSWORTH.
MISS MARY E. NoYES.　　　　　　MISS G. L重LLIAN CLAPP.
MRS. EDWARD WHITNEY.　　　　　MRS. N. L. DAMON.
MISS ELIZA BREWER.　　　　　　　MRS. N. W. EMERSON.
MISS GRACE O,BRIEN.　　　　　　MRS. E. P. CoLBY.
MISS FLORENCE VANDEVOORT.
了でc asurc章.
MRS. FRANK KING NASH, 23 Everett Street, Dorchester, Mass・
隷c種e偽でサ
MRS. A. L. RICHARDS, Watertown, Mass.
耽傷回心e章S.
Adams, Mrs. Luther
蕊岩盤謂ePry C・
Allen, Mrs. F. R.
Andrews, Mrs. F. W.
会隷書謹書war。
Austin, Mrs. W. R.
Austin, Mrs. Cla,ra C.
欝葦
Barnard, Mrs. W. L.
Bartol, Miss E. H.
荒淫持詰告
認諾豊詫蕊
書誌葦藍諜.工.
課豊筑豊誌D’
Brewer, Mr. E. M.
欝轟二・
Burdett, Mrs. Charles R.
Burlen, Mrs. W. H.
alderwood, Dr. S. H.
Ca11endar, Mrs・ Henry
Carpenter, Miss E. M・
Carpenter, Mrs. Geo・ O.
Cha播ee, Mrs. M. A.
Chapma,n, Mrs・ D. R.
Chase, Mrs. H. L.
Childs, Dr. Helen S.
Church, Dr. Adeline B.
ClappI Mrs. William W.
Clapp, Miss G. Lillian
Collamore, Miss Helen
Conant, Mrs. T. S.
Converse, Mrs. E. S.
Crane, Mrs. Joshua
Cross, Mrs. H. B.
Cruft, Mrs. S. R.
Cruft, Miss Eunice
Crump, Mrs. C. H.
Cummings, Mrs. J. W.
Cutter, Mrs. A. F.
Damon, Mrs. N. L.
Dana, Mrs. George N.
Davis, Miss K. F.
Decker, Mrs. Ellen F.
Defries, Dr.
Dewson, Mrs. F. A.
Dickinson, Mrs. G.
Dillingham, Dr. T. W.
Do]iber, Mrs. Thomas
Durant, Mrs. H. F.
叢誓気嵩諾謹.
Earl, Mrs. George H.
冨落盤豊玉晋
Emerson, Mrs. N. W.
Emerson, Mrs. Fred L.
Famsworth, Mrs. E. A.
Farwe11, Mrs. A. G.
Fay, Miss Harrison
Fenno, Mrs. George D・
Fenno, Mrs. Isa.ac
Fisher, Dr. Anna E.
Fiske, Miss E. S.
Fiske, Mrs. J. N.
Fletcher, Dr. S. E.
Flint, Mr. D. B.
Flint, Mrs. D. B.
Foster, Mrs. A. S.
Frost, Mrs. Rufus S.
吾輩n鮮.警S Ellen
Gary, Dr. Clara’E.
Goddard, Miss Julia
Goldthwait, Miss E. B.
露語畿蕊も
Gri億n, Mi§S M. K.
Hale, Mrs. Edward
Hale, Mrs. F. A.
Hall, Dr. Sa,rah A.
蓋難語H.
Hardy) Mrs" AIpheus
Harris, Miss Fannie K.
Harris, Mrs. William
頴圏園側∴
Hobbs, Mrs. W. D.
Hooper, Mrs. S. T.
Horton, Miss Fannie E.
Horton, Mrs. Wi11iam H.
認諾薄r黒E.
Hubbard, Mr. Phineas
Hubbell, Dr. A. M.
Hughes, Mrs. W. H.
Husted, Mrs. R. W.
Hutchins, Mrs. G. F.
Hyde, Mrs. Edward
Jackson, Mi§S H.
Jackson, Mrs. W. F.
Jackson, Mrs. Walter
Jackson, Mrs. W. L.
Kimball, Dr. H. L.
Krebs, Mrs. F. H.
Lamb, Mr. Charles
Lambert, Dr. Adelaide
Lambert. Mrs. W. G.
Lee, Mrs. L. M.
Leonard, Mrs. G. H.
Loring, Mrs" E. T.
Mann, Dr. F. W.
Mann, Dr. Martha E.
Mann, L. W.
Manning, Miss A. A.
May, Dr. George E.
Miller, Miss Louise
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Mande11, Mrs. S. P.
May, Miss Eleanor G.
Mead, Mrs. S. R.
Na,Sh, Mrs. F. K.
‡窪1螺ま器E.
Noble, Mrさ. H.C.
Noyes, Miss M. E.
Nutt, Mrs. H. C.
Nutting, Mrs. D. W.
O,Bri n, Miss Grace
Osgood, Mrs. E. L.
Osgood, Mrs. J. Felt
Packard, Dr. Horace
Packard, Mrs. Horace
欝艶
三島豊富警雷・
Pierce, Dr. Helen F.
Pierce, Mrs. J. Homer
Piercel Miss Mary B.
Pope, Mrs. W. C.
Porter, Dr. L.
Porter, Mr§. Burr
Read, Mrs. E. W.
Reed, Mrs. James
Reed, Mrs. James H.
Reed, Miss Martha H.
Rice, Mrs. George B.
Richards, Mrs. A. L.
Ricbardson, Mrs. M. M.
Roberts, Dr. Percy W.
Roberts, Mrs.P.W.Roberts
Roberts, Dr. O. W.
Robinson, Dr. Florence N,
謀霊誤記㌍
Russell, Mr§. H. S.
藍豊葦書誌klinF.
Schwartz, Mrs. L. B.
Scott, Mrs・ W. J.
豊響‡誌. s.
謹話i蔀終盤y W・
Smith, Mrs. C. M.
Smith, Mrs. Walter C.
Steams, Mrs. Charles H.
Stephens, Dr. C. A.
Stone, Miss C. M.
Sweet, Dr. Clara M.
Taft, Mrs. E. A.
Taggard, Mrs. B. W.
Talbot, Mrs. Newton
Taylor, Anna B.
Terry, Mrs. H. B.
Thacher, Mrs. Chas. A.
Tilton, Mrs. H. W.
Torrey, Mrs Hlbridge
Tracy, Mrs. F. U.
Trautman, Mrs. M.
Trull, Dr. Frank
Va Bmnt, Mrs. Cha.s.
認諾蒋虚雷ギ・
滞‡塁もA・
Weld, Mrs. Franci§ M.
Wellington, Mrs. E. A.
Wes el血oeft, Mrs. C.
W sselhoeft, Mrs. W. F.
Wesselhoeft, Dr. W. P.
浅薄宝器
Whitney, Mr. T. D.
William§, Mrs. Thos. B.
Wi】liams, Miss Louise H.
Winchester  Mrs. D. L.
Winn, Mrs. W. J.
Wood, Mrs.、 Frank
Woodvine, Mrs. D. G.
Woodworth, Mrs. A. S.
Wyeth, Mrs. E. A.
Windsor, Dr. Sarah S.
Wright, Mrs. C・ P.
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SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
Roxbury Homoeopathic Aid Association.
Report of the Secretary.
THE meetings of the La.dies・ Aid Association have been
held as usual during the last year; also a donation party
WaS held in November, in aid of the Association.
One patient has been admitted to the Hospital.
The past year has been one of rather slight activity, and
it is hoped that the coming yearwill be one of greater inter-
est’and more regular attendance’at the meetings on the
Part Of the members.
This opportunity is taken of ca11ing attention to the fact
that every member has the privilege of nominating patients
for the free bed at the Homceopathic Hospital.
The o鯖cers elected for the year were as follows :
1ケ`∫i(カタ2t.
MRS. SIDNEY M. HEDGES.
輝でe-1れ∫iくわ移れ
MRS. J・ F. OsGOOD.　　　　　MISS IDA HuNNEMAN.
Tわa∫uγ`r.
MISS E. A. HuNNEMAN.
蓑でγetaタン・
MRS. W. BRYANT GuY.
A鋤くあわr.
MISS ANNIE DEWEY.
For the Association,
MRS. W・ BRYANT GuY,
・群で得切り・
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Report o重the Trcasorer.
Re′e勿れ
BalanceonhandOct.I,I9OO . ‥ . ‥　‥　‥ .
Interestonpermanentfund. . . . . . . . . . . .
Annua.1subscription . ‥_∴　‥　‥ ・ ・ ‥　‥ ・
Donationparty . ‥　‥ ・ ・ ‥　‥　‥ ・ ‥ ・
‥　宙377・25
・ ・　　重2・25
. .　IO8.oo
9・50
紡o7・○○
Bユリeタブdture∫.
HomceopathicHospital　…　…　…　…　…　… ・　糾8.oo
SouthEndIndustrial School … …　‥　…　…　I3・∞
Printing,POStal sta.mps,etC. . . . . . …　…　… . . .　　6.66
Tot狐…　…　…　…　…　…　‥ . .　$67.66
BalanceatInstituteforSavings … … ・ …　… …　359・35
BalanceatRocklandBa.nk　…　…　…　… …　…　　79.99
紡o7・°°
ELIZABETH A. HuNNEMAN, TわaJ? rer.
I have examined accounts of Trea.surer and find them correct) a.nd properIy
vouched.
ELLEN E. DIBBLEE, 4幼めr.
琴蜜
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Homoeopathic Aid Associations.
THE increased interest in the work of the Hospital has led
to the formationJ in different places’Of associations for the
PurPOSe Of aiding臆this Hospital, aS Well as other homceo-
Pathic institutions. Not only by the annual membership
fees・ but by special efforts’SuCh as subscriptions, COnCertS,
lectures, Private theatricaIsJ fairs’CO節ee parties, etC., Su鯖-
Cient sums have been raised to support one or more beds in
the Hospital. Similar associations in any town containing
any considerable number of persons friendly to homceopathy
Or tO this Hospital’WOuld be of great service. The following
Constitution has been adopted by those a]ready fomed :
CONSTITUTION.
ARTICLE I. This Association sha.11 be called the--Homceopathic
Aid Association.
ART- 2. Its object shall be to assist the Massachusetts Hom(roPathic
Hospital’Or any Other homceopathic institution’When so decided by a majority
Of the members at a regular meeting of the Association.
It may, by amual dues) Subscriptions) entertainments, Or SuCh other means
as may be determined) SeCure the use of a bed in the Massachusetts Hom(加-
Pathic Hospital for worthy and needy patients) in accordance with the rules
Of the Hospital.
ART. 3・ Anyperson maybecome a memberfor one year bypaying one
dollar’Or a life memberbypaying ten dollars at one time) therefor, tO the
Treasurer.
ART. 4. The officers sha11 be a President, tWO Vice・Presidentsl a SecretaryD
and a Trea§urer’Who shan form an Exeoutive Committee. Theysha11 be
elected (after the present year〉 at the Annual Meeting of the Association, On
the first Wednesda,y Of October, for the tem of one year) Or until others∴are
Chosen. They shall perform the duties usually pertaining to their several
O伍ces.
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Methods o壬Assisting the Massachosetts Homoeopathic
Hospまtaま.
ANY PerSOn Can aid the Hospital by contributing in either
Of the following ways :
I. Donations of money in any amount and at any time,
as it is always needed ; also of fruit, flowers, Vegetables,
PrOVisions, books, OmamentS, Clothing, bandages, Old linen,
and whatever is necessary or useful for the sick.
2. Annual subscriptions, tO be paid at any time during
the year, and continued at the will of the donor.
3. One hundred dollars for membership.
4. One hundred and fifty dollars amually for a free bed,
to be used six months in the year.
5. One thousand dollars for a free bed, tO be used three
months ea.ch year during the donor’s life-
6. Twenty-five hundred do11ars for a free bed, tO be used
all the time if desired, during the donor’s life.
7. Five thousand dollars for a permanent free bed, Which
may be kept always occupied by the donor.
8. Any sum of money given or collected for free beds, for
which a certificate is issued which entitles the holder to a
free bed within one yea,r, tO the full amount of the certificate
at the established Hospital rates. By this method’almost
any person may secure the controI of a free bed.
Form of BeqtJeSt.
GIVE and bequeath to the Massachusetts Homceo-
Pathic Hospital, tO be paid by my executors to the person
acting as Treasurer, the sum of dollars,
to be app]ied to the charitable uses and purposes of said
Hospital under the direction of its Board of O鯖cers,
「 ? ?
?????????????????????????????????。???????
ADMISSION O F PATIENTS. 
AH applications for admission to the Hospital, whether for 
free or for paying patients, should he made to the Director, 
who will ascertain if the case is suitable, and^if so will furnish 
an admission paper to the applicant. Application can be made 
at the Hospital at any hour. 
The arrangements for free patients, and also for rooms, 
attendance, terms, etc , for paying patients, must be made with 
the Director before admission. 
EMERGENCY CASES. 
In cases of accident or of extreme emergency, the patient on 
coming to the Hospital will be admitted without delay, and 
provided for as well as circumstances will permit. It is, how-
ever, better, if possible, to notify the Director beforehand, tha t 
suitable arrangements may be made. 
NURSES. 
The address of any of the graduates of the Massachusetts 
Homoeopathic Hospital Training School for Nurses may be 
obtained of the Superintendent of Nurses at the Hospital. 
' •. -
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